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Secure Software Development Methodologies:
A Multivocal Literature Review

Arina Kudriavtseva, Olga Gadyatskaya

Abstract—In recent years, the number of cyber attacks has
grown rapidly. An effective way to reduce the attack surface
and protect software is adoption of methodologies that apply
security at each step of the software development lifecycle. While
different methodologies have been proposed to address software
security, recent research shows an increase in the number of
vulnerabilities in software and data breaches. Therefore, the
security practices incorporated in secure software development
methodologies require investigation.

This paper provides an overview of security practices involved
in 28 secure software development methodologies from industry,
government, and academia. To achieve this goal, we distributed
the security practices among the software development lifecycle
stages. We also investigated auxiliary (non-technical) practices,
such as organizational, behavioral, legal, policy, and governance
aspects that are incorporated in the secure software develop-
ment methodologies. Furthermore, we explored methods used
to provide evidence of the effectiveness of the methodologies.
Finally, we present the gaps that require attention in the scientific
community.

The results of our survey may assist researchers and orga-
nizations to better understand the existing security practices
integrated into the secure software development methodologies.
In addition, our bridge between “technical” and “non-technical”
worlds may be useful for non-technical specialists who investigate
software security. Moreover, exploring the gaps that we found in
current research may help improve security in software develop-
ment and produce software with fewer number of vulnerabilities.

Index Terms—Security, software development, secure software
engineering methodology, secure software development lifecycle,
security-by-design.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
database of MITRE [1], the number of reported vul-

nerabilities has been increasing since 1999. Forbes reported
that “every minute, $2,900,000 is lost to cyber crime and
top companies pay $25 per minute due to cyber security
breaches” [2]. The escalating risk of cyber attacks has led
to the concept of “shifting security left”, which emphasizes
performing security practices early in the software develop-
ment process, rather than leaving them for testing or post-
deployment phases. This “shifting left” concept has prompted
organisations to implement a secure software development
lifecycle.

In the early 2000s, personal computers connected to the
Internet became more widespread [3]. This trend provided
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attackers with opportunities to target remote machines, leading
to a surge in self-propagating malware. Existing security
practices in the industry at that time were inadequate [4],
necessitating a fundamentally different approach to protect
organisations from malicious software.

The first publications systematically studying how to build
secure software emerged in 2001 [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
From 2004 onward, organizations began integrating security
processes into the software development life cycle (SDLC).
For example, in 2004, Microsoft finalized the Security Devel-
opment Lifecycle (SDL) and incorporated it into their software
development processes. Since then, many companies and or-
ganisations have developed their own approaches to produce
secure software [11], [12], [13]. The increasing number of
these approaches calls for a systematic investigation to identify
their similarities and differences.

This literature review aims to investigate and summarize the
security practices involved in each step of established secure
software development methodologies. As the target audience
of these methodologies is organisations engaged in software
development, a multivocal study covering methodologies from
industry, government organizations and academic research is
most appropriate. In our survey, we map the security practices
used in the methodologies according to the SDLC stages, as
is customary for such methodologies [4]. It is intriguing that
there is a plethora of methodologies focused on the same end
goal, with new ones regularly emerging.

While several surveys [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20] have investigated and compared existing secure software
development methodologies (SSDMs), to the best of our
knowledge, ours is the most comprehensive, covering 28 SS-
DMs from industry, government and academia that were issued
between 2004 and 2022. We begin by comparing the method-
ologies to each other based on included security practices,
such as threat modeling or static security analysis. Reflecting
the emerging understanding in the field that software security
is not solely a technical pursuit, but also a socio-technical
one [21], [22], we pay special attention to auxiliary (non-
technical) practices that support software security. At the same
time, we examine supporting evidence that the studied SSDMs
effectively enhance software security by reviewing validation
studies (including validation reports with the methodologies
themselves, if available). Finally, we identify gaps in the
literature and propose new research directions that address
these gaps.

To summarize, the contributions of our research are:
• we systematized security practices involved in 28 SS-

DMs;
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• our systematization covers practices integrated in the
SDLC and auxiliary (non-technical) practices that support
software security;

• we systematize the existing evaluation approaches for
secure software development methodologies;

• we report on the discovered gaps that require more
attention in the research community.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we conducted a multivocal literature review
following the guidelines proposed by Garousi, Felderer and
Mäntylä [23] that consolidates both academic and industry
sources.

A. Study focus

Numerous synonyms are used to describe approaches that
incorporate security practices at each step of the SDLC. For
example, the publications have used the following terms:
secure software development process [14], [16], secure soft-
ware development lifecycles [11], [13], [12], [24], [25], secure
development lifecycle [26], [27], secure software development
framework [28], security-by-design framework [29], frame-
work [30], [31], [32], [33], secure software development [34],
guidelines [35], model [36], [37], methodology [38].

In our survey, we utilize the term secure software develop-
ment methodologies (SSDMs), to denote a collection of high-
level secure software development practices integrated into the
SDLC. We consider the term methodology to be synonymous
with guideline, lifecycle, model, and framework.
Scope: This survey specifically focuses on secure software
development methodologies that incorporate security practices
in every phase of the SDLC. Therefore, software assurance
maturity models [39], [40] and methods that concentrate on a
specific stage of the SDLC [41], [42], [43], [44] lie beyond the
scope of this research. Additionally, we aim to survey general
SSDMs while excluding those that are applicable only to a
specific technology (e.g., mobile, IoT, cloud).

B. Related concepts

During our literature search on SSDMs, we encountered
the terms DevSecOps and application security, which are
occasionally used to describe security practices in software
development processes. Since these terms are relevant to our
research topic, we incorporated them into our search criteria.
However, we found that these terms did not yield many
relevant sources.

1) DevSecOps: DevOps, an abbreviation for development
and operation, refers to the integration of development and
operation teams. In 2012, MacDonald and Head [45] from
Gartner discussed the necessity of incorporating security into
DevOps, thus introducing the term DevSecOps. Presently, one
of the challenges faced by organizations adopting DevOps is
ensuring secure software delivery [46].

There have been numerous academic studies (e.g., [46],
[47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [45]) and industry
experience reports (e.g., [55], [56]) on DevSecOps. However,

these studies do not provide a comprehensive description of
the security practices involved in each phase of the SDLC as
required by inclusion criterion IN-1 (Table I). Therefore, we
have excluded DevSecOps studies from our research.

2) Application Security: McGraw [57] posited that software
security is about building security in, while application secu-
rity is about protecting the software in a reactive way after de-
velopment is complete. Similarly, Payne [58] studied the chal-
lenges of application security initiatives that are involved after
software has been developed. The author proposed a proactive
approach to implementing application security in software
development projects. However, as Payne’s approach [58] does
not cover all stages of the SDLC, as required by the inclusion
criterion IN-1 (Table I), we do not include it in our study.

Chakraborty [59] from Synopsis offered a viewpoint on
comparing application security with software security. Ac-
cording to Chakraborty, application security is a subset of
software security and focuses on post-deployment issues (such
as patching, IP filtering, and post-deployment security tests),
while software security addresses pre-deployment issues.

ISO/IEC 27034 [60] provides guidance on security tech-
niques for application security. The guidance focuses on spec-
ifying, designing, and implementing security controls through-
out the entire SDLC. However, as we could not find a free
version of the standard, we did not include it in our research.

To summarize, we found no application security method-
ology in academic papers, but rather literature focused on
specific technologies, such as mobile, web, and cloud applica-
tion security. Since our interest lies in general methodologies
that incorporate security practice in each phase of the SDLC,
we did not include this literature in our survey. We found
only one industry publication [61] that presents an application
security framework meeting our criteria, which we discuss in
Section III-B.

3) Software assurance maturity models: Software assur-
ance maturity models enable organizations to assess the capa-
bilities and maturity of their software security practices within
the SDLC. These models are developed based on software
security surveys, allowing organizations to compare their
practices with those of peers who have already implemented
software security initiatives [62]. The security practices out-
lined in maturity models are structured into multiple maturity
levels. Lower maturity levels encompass relatively easier-
to-implement security practices within their corresponding
categories. It is not mandatory for organizations to achieve
the highest maturity level in each category. Instead, the level
of maturity should be determined based on the specific needs
of the organization.

We identified two software maturity models: OWASP Soft-
ware Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM) [39] and Building
Security In Maturity Model (BSIMM) [40]. These models
consist of software security frameworks designed to organize
security activities and assess security initiatives. While our
research focuses on general security practices rather than
evaluating progress (maturity), the security practices included
in these software security frameworks align with our in-
clusion criteria. Therefore, we discuss these frameworks in
Section III-B.
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TABLE I
INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA FOR LITERATURE

Inclusion criteria
IN-1 Literature discussing the methodologies which incorporate

security practices into each phase of the SDLC
IN-2 Literature written in English
IN-3 Full text is available (either it is free or it is included in our

academic subscription)
IN-4 Include only the five first pages on Google Search

Exclusion criteria
EX-1 Literature discussing security only in a particular phase of the

SDLC
EX-2 Evident advertisement of a vendor or a product
EX-3 Literature discussing a methodology for a specific technology

(IoT, web applications, etc.)
EX-4 Agile methodology does not map security practices to agile

requirements (every-sprint, bucket, one-time)

In this study, we aim to address the following research
questions:

RQ1 What are the existing general approaches for secure
software development?

RQ2 What are the auxiliary steps that these methodologies use
besides the security practices integrated into the usual
SDLC?

RQ3 How have these approaches been evaluated in terms of
their effectiveness?

C. Literature search methodology

Search strategy: To conduct this literature review, we em-
ployed Google Scholar 1 to identify relevant academic papers,
while Google Search 2 was utilized to locate relevant grey
literature, such as blogs, white papers, reports, government
documents.
Search terms: To search for secure software development
methodologies, we utilized the following search strings:

1) "Secure" AND (("Software" AND
("Engineering" OR ("Development"
AND ("Methodology" OR "Framework"
OR "Model" OR "Standard" OR
"Lifecycle")))) OR (("Systems" OR
"Software") AND ("by Design" OR
"design")))

2) ("DevSecOps")AND ("Methodology" OR
"Framework" OR "Model" OR "Standard"
OR "Lifecycle")

3) ("Application Security" OR
"AppSec")AND ("Methodology" OR
"Framework" OR "Model" OR "Standard"
OR "Lifecycle")

Study selection: Upon receiving the initial search results, we
excluded irrelevant literature using inclusion and exclusion
criteria (Table I).
Search procedure: We identified the initial set of the method-
ologies using the search process outlined in Fig. 1. For
academic and grey literature, we employed two distinct search
procedures.

1https://scholar.google.nl/
2https://www.google.nl/

Fig. 1. Literature search process

To select relevant academic papers, initially, we reviewed
the titles and abstracts of the articles. We then applied the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, selecting only the articles
relevant to the topic of the study. Subsequently, we thoroughly
read the full text of the selected literature and organized the
information based on the RQs.

For the grey literature search, our process comprised two
stages. In the first stage, we conducted web search using pre-
defined search strings. In the second stage, we expanded our
search to include grey literature in the form of pdf documents.
To this end, we added the search condition filetype:pdf
before each search string. To determine the relevance of the
grey literature, we evaluated the title and meta-text provided
by Google Search. Similar to academic literature, we applied
the inclusion and exclusion criteria to filter the grey literature.
Afterwards, we carefully examined the full text of the relevant
grey literature and utilized the AACODS checklist [63] to
assess the quality of the grey literature. Subsequently, we
extracted data in accordance with the RQs.

To identify additional academic and grey literature, we
employed backward and forward snowballing techniques as
recommended by Wohlin [64]. Backward snowballing in-
volved identifying new papers by examining the citations
of the papers we were analyzing. Forward snowballing, on
the other hand, involved identifying new papers through the
reference lists of the analyzed papers.

Lastly, we cross-validated our findings with the list of
existing international secure software engineering initiatives
compiled by ENISA [65] in 2011.

III. SECURE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES

Based on the search procedure and the inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria defined in the previous section, we have identified

https://scholar.google.nl/
https://www.google.nl/
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28 SSDMs published between 2004 and 2022. In this section,
we provide a brief summary of these methodologies.

The timeline depicting the publication dates of the method-
ologies is shown in Fig. 2. It is important to note that the
publication date may not necessarily coincide with the date
of the methodology’s introduction. For example, SDL [4] was
incorporated into Microsoft’s software development process in
2004, but the methodology was officially published in 2006,
two years later.

A. The structure of the SDLC

In order to discuss the security practices incorporated in
the analyzed methodologies, it is important to first define
the structure of the SDLC. The SDLC encompasses crucial
phases involved in software development. Although there are
various approaches to SDLCs, we categorize all lifecycles into
two main groups: (1) Waterfall, which follows a sequential
development model, and (2) Agile, which adopts an iterative
approach. When authors of a methodology do not specify the
SDLC category to which their security practices belong (which
is the case for the majority of methodologies), we consider
such methodologies to fall under the Waterfall category. Only
when authors explicitly refer to Agile, do we classify a
methodology accordingly.

Different presentations of the SDLC stages exist. In our
research, we combined all the SDLC stages from the method-
ologies to create a unified set of stages. The only exception
is the test plans phase in McGraw Touchpoints [57]. Since
this phase is unique to Touchpoints and not consistent with
other methodologies, we combined it with the design phase.
The final set of SDLC stages and their brief explanation are
as follows:

• project inception, or planning phase provides a high-level
overview of the project goals and requirements, along
with preliminary activities for software development;

• analysis and requirement phase involves creating and
maintaining software requirements;

• architectural and detailed design phase “identifies the
major components of the system and the communication
between these components” [74];

• implementation phase involves writing a program based
on the requirements;

• verification and testing phase ensures that the software
meets the requirements and fulfills the customer’s expec-
tations;

• release and maintenance phase includes activities related
to release preparation, deployment, and post-production
maintenance;

• disposal phase involves activities to retire the software.
During the investigation of security practices, we discov-

ered that certain practices cannot be associated with specific
stages of the SDLC. Some practices are project-wide, covering
all stages of the SDLC, while others are organization-wide,
applicable to all projects within a company. As a result,
we divided all security practices into three categories: (1)
organization-wide, (2) practices that cover all stages of the
SDLC, and (3) practices specific to a particular project. To

determine the placement of each practice, we referred to the
framework mentioned in the respective texts. In cases where
the applicability of a practice to a stage was not explicitly
stated, the authors discussed and made a joint decision on
where to position it.

Some authors emphasize that their security approaches are
process-agnostic, and their security practices do not explicitly
map to specific stages of the SDLC [57], [34]. While conduct-
ing this literature review, we provided our interpretation of the
methodologies, aiming to adhere as closely as possible to the
authors’ ideas. However, if the author did not explain a specific
security practice in the text, we chose not to include these
practices in the table. For instance, in the ISDF methodology
[31], there is no explanation of the logging and tracing practice
in the coding phase.

Table III displays 26 SSDMs for Waterfall software devel-
opment, sorted by publication date and classified by origin.
The two methodologies applicable to Agile development are
presented in Table IV. In this table, bucket practices are
marked in green, every-sprint practices are marked in red, and
one-time practices are marked in blue. Both tables provide the
(potentially abbreviated) names of the security practices for
each studied methodology. If a practice’s name corresponds to
the column name, it is denoted with a checkmark X. To ensure
clarity, we utilize the term SAST to refer to static analysis and
source code analysis.
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TABLE II
SECURE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES ORDERED CHRONOLOGICALLY

The source of methodology Name Year of publication

Industry

Microsoft Software Development Life Cycle (SDL) [4], [26] 2006
McGraw’s Secure Software Development Lifecycle Process [57], [66] 2006
Comprehensive, Lightweight Application Security Process (CLASP) [67] 2006
Microsoft SDL version 5.2 for Agile Development [68] 2012
Software Assurance Forum for Excellence in Code (SAFECode) [69] 2018
Building Secure and Reliable Systems [70] 2020
BSA framework [30] 2020
The Secure Software Development Lifecycle at SAP [11] 2020
ReBIT Application Security Framework [61] 2020
OWASP Software Assurance Maturity Model [39] 2020
Cisco Secure Development Lifecycle [13] 2021
Citrix Security Development Lifecycle [12] 2021
Building Security in Maturity Model [71] 2021
GE Secure Development Lifecycle [27] 2022

Government
Grip on Secure Software Development [34] 2015
CSA Singapore Security-by-Design [29] 2017
SSDLC guidelines Malaysia [35] 2020
Security in SDLC Romania [24] 2021
NIST 800-218 [28] 2022
NIST 800-160 [72] 2022

Academia

Secure Coding: Building Security into the Software Development Life Cycle [73] 2004
Secure Software Development Life Cycle Process [25] 2005
The Secure Software Development Model (SSDM) [36] 2006
The Integrated Security Development Framework (ISDF) [31] 2010
Secure Software Development Model: A Guide for Secure Software Life Cycle [37] 2010
Secure Software Development: a Prescriptive Framework [32] 2011
Framework for Development of Secure Software [33] 2013
Methodology for Enhancing Software Security During Development Processes [38] 2018

2022202120202019201820172016201520142013201220112010200920082007200620052004

• MS SDL
• Touchpoints
• Jones

Apvrille

• CLASP
• SSDM

Khan Chatterjee

• SAFECode
• Farhan

Grip on SSD Singapore

• Google
• BSA
• SAP
• ReBIT
• SAMM
• Malaysia
• SSDLC

• Cisco
• Citrix
• BSIMM

• NIST 800-218
• NIST 800-160
• GE

• ISDF
• Daud

SDL-Agile

Industry

Academy
Government

Fig. 2. The timeline
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TABLE III: Summary of SSDMs and involved secure practices

Methodology Organization-wide processes Processes
that

cover all
stages

of SDLC

SDLC stages for a specific project

Policies
and

strategies

Response
and

recovery

Risk
manage-

ment
frame-
work

Supply
chain

security
Security
culture Other Project

inception
Analysis

and
requirements

Architectural
and detailed

design
Implementation Verification

and testing
Release

and
maintenance

Disposal

Industry methodologies

MS SDL
[4], [68], [26]

(2006)

•Define
a list of
approved
tools
•Define
cryptographic
standards
•Track
factors
that
influence
security
requirements

Establish
a standard
incident
response
process

X Provide
training

Define metrics
and
compliance
reporting

Define security
requirements

•Establish design
requirements
•Threat modeling

•Define and use
cryptographic standards
•SAST
•Use approved tools
and standards

•DAST
•Penetration testing

Touchpoints
[57]

(2006)

Establish
guidelines,
principles
and rules

X Knowledge
manage-
ment and
training

External
review

•Architectural risk analysis Code review
(tools)

•Penetration testing
•Define abuse cases
•Security requirements •Risk analysis •Security operations

CLASP
[67]

(2006)

Identify
global
security
policy

Research
and
assess
security
posture
of
techno-
logy
solutions

Institute
security
awareness
program

Monitor
security
metrics

•Specify operational
environment
•Identify user roles and
resource capabilities
•Document
security-relevant
requirements
•Define misuse cases

•Identify resources
and trust boundaries
•Identify attack surface
•Specify database
security configuration
•Annotate class designs
with security properties
•Apply security
principles to design
•Threat modeling

•Integrate security
analysis into source
management process
•Implement interface
contracts
•Implement and
elaborate resource
policies and security
technologies
•Address reported
security issues
•Source-level security
review

•Identify, implement,
and perform security
tests
•Verify security
attributes of resources

•Code signing
•Build operational
security guide
•Manage security issue
disclosure process

SAFECode
[69]

(2018)

Establish
coding
standards
and
conventions

•Define
internal
and external
policies of
vulnerability
disclosure
•Define
roles and
responsibilities
of
vulnerability
disclosure

X

Planning
the
implemen-
tation
and
deploy-
ment
of secure
develop-
ment

Application security
control definition

•Follow the secure
design principles
•Threat modeling
•Perform architectural
and design reviews
•Develop an encryption
strategy
•Standardize identity
and access management
•Establish log
requirements and audit
practices

•Handle data safely
•Use safe
functions only
•Use code analysis tools
•Handle errors

•Automated testing
•Manual testing

•Fix the vulnerability
•Vulnerability disclosure
•Manage vulnerability
reporters
•Secure development
lifecycle feedback

The methodology
by Google

[70]
(2020)

•Disaster
planning
•Recovery
planning
•Crisis
manage-
ment

Build
a culture
of security
and
reliability

Under-
standing
roles and
responsi-
bilities

Understanding adversaries

•Design trade-offs
•Design for least privilege
•Design for
understandability
•Design for a changing
landscape
•Design for resilience
•Design for recovery
•Mitigating DoS attacks

•Use of advanced
mitigation strategies
•SAST

•Unit testing
•Integration testing
•DAST
•Fuzz testing
•Debugging and
collecting logs

•Deploying code
using best practices
•Recovery and aftermath

The BSA
framework

[30]
(2020)

Identification
of coding
standards

X X Security
training

•Create and
maintain
software
development
environment
•Personnel
is accountable
for software
security

•Secure
development
processes
are
documented
•Identity
and access
management

Gathering
security requirements

•Threat modeling
and risk analysis
•Use of assurance
measures
•Design for least privilege
•Design for authorization
and access control
•Ensure security
capabilities

•Secure coding practices
•Checking for known
vulnerabilities,
unsafe functions,
unsafe libraries
•Code review
•Log implementation
•Measures to prevent
counterfeiting and tampering
•Assure that proper usages
of software are established
•Software is identifiable

•Analysis and validation
of attack surface
•Software security
controls are tested
•Adversarial security
testing techniques

•Vulnerability notification
and patching
•Vulnerability management
•Configuration guidance
•Maintenance of
lifecycle guidance

SAP
[11]

(2020)

X Security
training

•Risk assessment
•Data protection compliance evaluation
•Define the security and privacy requirements
•Define security controls

•SAST Security response

•Code reviews
•DAST
•Open-source known
vulnerability scans
•Security validation

ReBIT
Application

security
framework

[61]
(2020)

Request for proposal

•Security planning
•Requirement specification
security review
•Define security
specifications

•Security architecture
•Security design

•Secure coding
•Identify the list of
all third-party code
to be used
•Secure code review

•Assess system
security
•Mitigate risks

•VAPT
•Fix vulnerabilities
•Security authorization
•Secure deployment
•Security assessment
•Change management

OWASP SAMM
[39]

(2020)

•Define
strategy
and metrics
•Policy and
compliance

X Education &
guidance

Defect
management

•Threat assessment
•Security requirements

•Security architecture
•Architecture assessment Secure build

•Requirements-driven
testing
•Security testing

•Secure deployment
•Incident management
•Environment management
•Operational management

Cisco
[13]

(2021)
X Security

training
•Gap analysis
and risk assessment
•Security requirements

Threat modelling
•Use of security modules
•SAST
•Secure code
repositories

•Vulnerability
and penetration testing
•Privacy control validation

•Security and privacy
readiness
•Security and
operational management
•Continuous monitoring
and updates
•Maintaining
privacy controls
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TABLE III: Summary of SSDMs and involved secure practices

Methodology Organization-wide processes Processes
that

cover all
stages

of SDLC

SDLC stages for a specific project

Policies
and

strategies

Response
and

recovery

Risk
manage-

ment
frame-
work

Supply
chain

security
Security
culture Other Project

inception
Analysis

and
requirements

Architectural
and detailed

design
Implementation Verification

and testing
Release

and
maintenance

Disposal

Citrix
[12]

(2021)

•Remediation
programs
•Bug bounty
•Red team
engagements
•Product-
wide
pentests
•External
assessment

•Third
party
depen-
dency
tracking
•CI/CD
pipeline
security

Security
training

Planning and
requirement gathering Threat modeling •Code review

•SAST

•Security regression
testing
•Automated variant analysis
•Vulnerability assessment
•Feature penetration
testing

•Vulnerability response
•Product security
incident response
•Logging and monitoring

BSIMM
[71]

(2021)

•Define
strategy
and metrics
•Compliance
and policy

X Training

•Standards and
requirements
•Attack models
•Security
features and
design

•Architecture analysis Code review Security testing

•Penetration testing
•Software environment
•Configuration Management
& Vulnerability Management

Government methodologies

Grip on SSD
[34]

(2015)

•Set up
standard
security
requirements
•Maintain
standard
security
requirements

•Business
impact
analysis
•Maturity
guidance
•Provide
accountability

Risk
control
and risk
acceptance

•Risk analysis
•Security requirements Security test plans Code reviews •Security testing

•Penetration testing Risk acceptance

The methodology
from Singapore

[29]
(2017)

X Security
planning

•Systems security
classification
•Threat and risk
assessment
•Define security
requirements for tender
•Evaluate security
specification

•Review security
architecture
•Review security controls

Code review
•Application security testing
•System security testing
•Penetration testing

•Security review
•Configuration management
•Change management
•Continuous monitoring

X

The methodology
from Malaysia

[35]
(2020)

Develop
end-of-life
policies

•Define security
requirements
•Data classification
•Use case and misuse
case modeling
•Risk management

•Security design
considerations
•Additional design
configurations
•Threat modeling

•Check for
common security
vulnerabilities
and controls
•Secure software
processes
•Securing build
environments

•Attack surface validation
•Test data management

•Software acceptance
considerations
•Verification and validation
•Certification
and accreditation
•Installation
•Operation, monitor and
maintenance
•Incident management
•Problem management
•Change management

X

SSDLC
[24]

(2021)

•Risk assessment
•Security considerations Apply coding standards •Code review

•Unit testing,
integration testing

•Platform security
•Penetration testing
•Continuous monitoring

X
•Feasibility study
and
requirements
validation

NIST 800-218
[28]

(2022)

Define
general
security
requirements

Verify
third-
party
software
complies
with
security
require-
ments

•Implement
roles and
responsibilities
•Reuse
existing
software
•Implement
supporting
toolchains
•Implement
and
maintain
secure
environments

•Define
and use
criteria
for software
security
checks
•Protect
all forms
of code from
unauthorized
access and
tampering

Configure the
compilation,
interpreter,
and build
processes
to improve
executable
security

Design software to meet
security requirements
and mitigate security risks

•Review and/or analyze
human-readable code
•Create source
code by adhering
to secure coding practices

Test executable code •Provide a mechanism
for verifying software
release integrity
•Archive and protect
each software release
•Identify and confirm
vulnerabilities
on an ongoing basis
•Assess, prioritize,
and remediate
vulnerabilities
•Analyze vulnerabilities
to identify their root causes

•Configure
software
to have secure
settings
by default
•Review the
software
design to verify
compliance
with security
requirements
and risk
information

NIST 800-160
[72]

(2022)
X

Knowledge
manage-
ment

•Lifecycle
model
management
•Infra-
structure
management
•Portfolio
management
•Human
resource
management
•Quality
management

•Decision
manage-
ment
•Confi-
guration
manage-
ment
•Infor-
mation
manage-
ment
•Measu-
rement
•Project
assessment
and control
•Quality
assurance
•System
analysis

•Aquisition
•Stakeholder
needs and
requirements
definition
•Business
or mission
analysis
•Project
planning

•System requirements
definition

•Architecture definition
•Design definition

•Implementation
•Integration

•Verification
•Validation

•Transition
•Operation
•Maintenance
•Supply

X

Academic methodologies
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TABLE III: Summary of SSDMs and involved secure practices

Methodology Organization-wide processes Processes
that

cover all
stages

of SDLC

SDLC stages for a specific project

Policies
and

strategies

Response
and

recovery

Risk
manage-

ment
frame-
work

Supply
chain

security
Security
culture Other Project

inception
Analysis

and
requirements

Architectural
and detailed

design
Implementation Verification

and testing
Release

and
maintenance

Disposal

The methodology
by Jones

and
Rastogi

[73]
(2004)

•Define
response
process for
handling
security bugs
•Define
backup
procedures
•Define
business
continuity
procedures

X Security
training

Form the
security
team

•Risk assessment
•Asset identification
and validation
•Requirement gathering

•Threat modelling
•System design
•Security review
•Risk mitigation

•Cognizance of
security risks
•Secure coding

•Unit testing
•Integration quality
assurance testing
•Penetration testing
•Certification

•Patch management
•Monitoring X

The methodology
by Apvrille

and
Pourzandi

[25]
(2005)

•Security environment
and objectives description
•Threat modeling
•Security policy
•Risk evaluation

•Security design
•Reviewing design

Use secure coding
best practices

•Peer review
•Unit testing
•System testing
•Evaluate bugs’
criticality

Operation
and maintenance

SSDM
[36]

(2006)

Security
training

•Requirements definition
•Threat modelling

•Define and review
security specifications Coding Penetration testing Implementation

and maintenance

ISDF
[31]

(2010)

Education
and
awareness

•Security requirements
•Abuse cases
•Risk assessment

•Risk analysis
•Threat modeling
•Security toolkits
selection
•External
reviews of design

•Secure coding practices
•Static/dynamic
analysis tools
•Code review

•Fuzz testing
•Penetration testing
•Threat-based testing
•Automated testing tools
•Code integrity

•Final security review
•Security feedback
•Response planning
and execution
•Threat models update
•Release preparation

The methodology
by Daud

[37]
(2010)

•User stories
•Security functional
requirements
•Non-functional
security requirements
•User requirements
•Misuse cases
•Mitigation plan

•Threat model
•Define input
data types
•Security use cases

•Use security modules
•Define the list of known security
vulnerabilities

•Unit testing
•Functional testing
•Penetration testing
•Fuzz testing

•Security measurement
•Monitoring requirements
•Security controls upgrade

The methodology
by Khan

[32]
(2011)

•Security requirements
identification and
documentation
•Risk analysis
•Secure requirements
review and verification

•Security design
architecture and
documentation
•Threat modeling
•Review and verification
of secure design

•Secure code writing
•Static analysis
•Code review

•Security test activities
•Security test cases

•Security monitoring and
creating a response plan
•New threats identification
•Attack surface
measurement
•Develop mitigation
techniques

The methodology
by Chatterje,

Gupta,
and De

[33]
(2013)

Security requirements:
•elicitation
•analysis
•prioritization
•management

•Map security
requirements with
cryptographic services
•Security design analysis,
constraints,
structuring,
decisions

•Data protection services
•Application
security integration

•Vulnerability scanning
•Vulnerability
assessment
•Security assessment
•Security audit and review

The methodology
by Farhan

and Mostafa
[38]

(2018)

Developer
training

•Architecture risk analysis
•Coding standards
development
•Static code analysis

•Penetration testing

•Application
portfolio
analysis
•User risk analysis

•Design risk analysis
•External security
review

•Security metrics
development
•Test reviews

•Application
infrastructure
management
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TABLE IV: Summary of SSDMs and involved secure practices for Agile development

Methodology Organizational-wide processes Processes
that

cover all
stages

of SDLC

SDLC stages for a specific project

Policies
Responce

and
recovery

Supply
chain

security

Third
party

compo-
nents

manage-
ment

Security
culture Other Project

inception
Analysis

and
requirements

Architectural
and detailed

design
Implementation Verification

and testing
Release

and
maintenance

Disposal

SDL-Agile
[68]

(2012)

Determine

security

response

standards

Security
education

•Identify security

and privacy expert

•Identify primary

security and privacy

contacts

•Ensure all

team members

have had security

education within

the past year

•Update the

threat model

•Communicate

privacy-impact

design changes

to the team

privacy advisor

•Design review

•Baseline

threat model

•Threat model

the product,

its attack surface

and its new

features

•Security coding

standards

•Security coding

standards

•Host security

deployment

review

•Fix all issues

identified by

code analysis

tools for

unmanaged

code

•Verification

tasks

•Final

security review

•Response planning

GE
[27]
(Last
access
2023)

Developer

security

training

Continuous
risk
assessment

•Review design

•Provide

security

design input

•Establish

security

user stories

•Threat model

•Update security

user stories

•Update

threat model

•Attack surface

analysis review

and reduction

•SAST

•DAST

•Open Source

vulnerability

assessment

Penetration

testing

Update

response services

One time practices every-sprint practices Bucket practices No colour if not specified
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Next, we briefly summarize the distinct aspects of each
methodology.

B. Industrial methodologies
1) Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle SDL: Microsoft

first introduced the integration of security and privacy consid-
erations into all phases of SDLC in 2004. In 2006, Howard and
Lipner released the methodology “The security development
lifecycle (SDL)” [4]. Microsoft emphasizes two secure prac-
tices: executive support and education and awareness, as these
steps have been successful in reducing the number of code
bugs [4]. The company ensures mandatory security training,
exercises, and labs for all engineering staff. Microsoft also
gives equal attention to secure design principles and secure
coding best practices. At the time of the book’s publication,
the authors claimed that most of the SDL secure practices
could also be incorporated into Agile software development.

However, in 2012, Microsoft published a white paper [68],
introducing a new version 5.2 of SDL with the addition of
SDL for Agile development (SDL-Agile). The SDL-Agile
methodology will be discussed in Section III-E1. The main
difference between Microsoft SDL 2006 and Microsoft SDL
v.5.2 is the inclusion of privacy concerns. As a non-technical
practice, privacy is considered in RQ2.

Compared to the version 5.2, in the latest version of Mi-
crosoft SDL [26], Microsoft has added the following practices.
In the inception stage, the metrics definition and compliance
reporting process was created to establish a minimum level of
security quality before starting the project. Additionally, it is
important to define and approve the list of tools for software
development. The define and use cryptography standards pro-
cess was added to ensure the use of only approved encryption
libraries during project development. The modern version of
Microsoft SDL [26] is no longer includes the security response
execution process.

2) McGraw Touchpoints: In 2004, McGraw published a
paper [5] introducing the concept of touchpoints. He later
expanded on this concept in his book “Software Security:
Building Security in” [57] published in 2006, which built upon
previous research [10] and [75]. We classify this methodology
as an industry approach because McGraw was affiliated with
Cigital. McGraw describes software security as an ongoing
process based on three pillars: (1) applied risk management,
(2) software security best practices (touchpoints), and (3)
knowledge [57]. While touchpoints concentrate on security
practices, knowledge management and risk management are
integral parts of any software development project.

Knowledge management plays a crucial role in training se-
cure development staff on the most important security issues to
increase awareness. It helps to establish the understanding that
security is everyone’s responsibility within the organization,
including builders, operations personnel, administrators, users,
and executives. In addition to education and awareness tasks,
the knowledge pillar encompasses guidelines, principles, rules,
and historical knowledge that can be applied throughout the
SDLC.

The touchpoints are directly linked to the stages of the
Waterfall software development process. However, they can

be applied regardless of software development approach used
and can be cycled through multiple times as the software
evolves. McGraw highlights two touchpoints as particularly
critical: code review and architectural risk analysis. These
two touchpoints are combined because addressing software
security problems correctly requires both code review and
architectural risk analysis.

McGraw treats the test plans phase as a separate practice,
referred to as the risk-based security preparation security
practice. This phase is based on the abuse case scenarios
developed during the analysis and requirement phases and
includes a set of constructive and destructive activities. In
Table III, we position test plans within the design phase.

A notable aspect of the McGraw framework is that it
incorporates ongoing external analysis (review) throughout all
stages of the SDLC. This review is conducted by individuals
outside the company. McGraw also emphasizes that risk analy-
sis should be a continuous process throughout the requirement,
design and testing phases rather than a single step. The results
of the risk analysis guide the formulation of requirements
and the planning of specific tests. Penetration testing is also
emphasized as a continuous process, covering the verification
and testing, release and maintenance phases to ensure the
security of the system in its deployment environment.

3) Comprehensive, Lightweight Application Security Pro-
cess (CLASP): In 2006, Dan Graham published a set of
processes “Introduction to the CLASP Process” [76] to assist
software development team in incorporating security consider-
ations at the early stages of SDLC. Although the methodology
was revised in 2013, the link to the updated document no
longer functions. We therefore focused in the original docu-
ment published in 2006.

CLASP (stands for Comprehensive, Lightweight Applica-
tion Security Process) was later adopted by the OWASP
consortium 3 and is recognized as a lightweight methodology
suitable for small organizations with less stringent security
requirements [14]. CLASP follows a role-based approach,
where security practices are tailored to specific project roles.

One ongoing practice within CLASP that spans the project’s
lifecycle is the monitoring of security metrics. This practice
helps to measure the project’s progress or the performance of
the project team. Similar process, such as defining and using
criteria for software security checks In NIST 800-160 and the
defining metrics and compliance reporting in Microsoft SDL,
address the same objective.

The identify user roles and resource capabilities practice in
CLASP involves mapping roles and their associated capabili-
ties. This practice also considers the role of potential attackers.
It shares similarities with the understanding adversaries prac-
tice found in the methodology by Google [70].

In addition to providing a comprehensive description of the
best security practices, CLASP offers worksheets with coding
guidelines to support the implementation of these security
practices.

4) SAFECode: In 2018, the Software Assurance Forum for
Excellence in Code (SAFECode) published the “SAFECode

3https://owasp.org/

https://owasp.org/
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Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development:
Essential Elements of a Secure Development Lifecycle Pro-
gram” [69] to assist the industry in adopting security software
development practices.

Rather than duplicating security principles, SAFECode
refers to the sources of these practices. For describing the
security design principles, SAFECode refers to Saltzer and
Schroeder principles [77]. The practices for threat modeling
are detailed in a SAFECode white paper [78], and for manag-
ing third-party components, SAFECode has published another
white paper [79].

SAFECode places significant emphasizes on the importance
of planning the implementation and deployment of secure
development practices, considering it an integral part of any
healthy organization. One of the key practices in the plan-
ning phase is creating the product development model and
lifecycle. The goal of this practice is to integrate security and
non-security specialists within a single framework, reducing
friction when introducing security practices into the lifecycle.

An exceptional practice highlighted by SAFECode is ap-
plication security control definition. It involves identifying
threats, assessing risks, defining security requirements, validat-
ing the implementation of security requirements, and ensuring
compliance with policies.

Another important practice is standardizing identity and ac-
cess management, which encompasses mechanisms for authen-
tication and authorization. This practice aligns with the BSA
methodology [30], which also emphasizes the significance of
identity and access management.

SAFECode argues that when an organization plans to intro-
duce new practices, it should consider activities that contribute
to building a security-focused culture. Such activities may
include learning from the experience of other organizations,
analyzing past mistakes, and highlighting successful activities.

5) The methodology by Google: In 2020, Adkins et al.
released the book “Building Secure & Reliable Systems” [70],
which was a collaboration between O’Reilly and Google.
The authors emphasize that although the book focuses on
security, general approaches can also be applied to achieve
privacy goals. For brevity, we refer to this methodology as the
methodology by Google.

The authors argue that in order to establish security require-
ments, it is important to understand and assess the motivation
of potential attacker. In addition, it is crucial to consider poten-
tial risks from insiders. Further discussion on understanding
adversaries’ processes can be found in Section IV.

From the authors’ perspective, the term supply chain refers
to the processes of writing, building, testing, and deploying
software. To enhance the security of the software supply chain
against insider threats, code review and automation are deemed
crucial tactics. Moreover, automated systems can perform
various steps in the supply chain, reducing human involvement
and minimizing mistakes. The authors also advocate for the
inclusion of binary provenance and verifiable builds to protect
against adversaries.

The book also focuses on disaster preparedness, response
during a disaster, and recovery after a disaster. To ensure that
system’s resilience and continuity during a disaster, effective

disaster planning is essential. During security crises, crisis
management plays a crucial role in enabling the system to
withstand attacks. According to the authors, crisis management
involves detailed plans and effective communication, including
an operational security (OpSec) plan.The OpSec plan deter-
mines which information needs to remain confidential and how
the response should proceed without exposing the organization
to further risks. After a significant security incident, the recov-
ery phase aims to mitigate the attack and restore the system to
its normal state while incorporating necessary improvements.

In conclusion, the authors highlight that all the security
practices described in the book can be effective if a company
has a culture of security and reliability. This aspect is further
explored in Section IV.

6) The BSA framework: In 2020, the BSA foundation
published a white paper “The BSA Framework for Secure
Software: A new approach to securing the software lifecy-
cle” [30], which we refer to as the BSA framework. The
structure of the BSA framework is designed to be applicable
for organizations of all sizes, including those working with the
Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, and various software
development methods, including DevOps.

In Table III, secure development processes are documented
throughout software development activities, covering all stages
of the SDLC. However, security guidance for development and
testing activities may consist of general practices applicable
to all projects within a company. Additionally, gathering and
documenting security requirements is an integral part of the
analysis and requirements phase.

The supply chain category includes practices related to
third-party risk management, ensuring the protection of supply
chain data. It also encompasses practices related to the imple-
mentation phase, such as ensuring software integrity, software
identification, and ensuring proper usage of software.

The authors emphasize the significance of organizational
processes and product security capabilities as essential com-
ponents of secure software. Security capabilities encompass
various technical aspects that should be considered during the
software design phase. These capabilities include support for
identity management and authentication, patchability, crypto-
graphic services, authorization and access controls, logging,
and error and exception handling.

Within the BSA framework, the term “SDL Governance”
refers to building a culture of security within the organization.
This involves establishing policies, standards, and metrics to
promote a strong security posture.

7) The SAP methodology: In 2020, SAP corporation pub-
lished a white paper “The Secure Software Development
Lifecycle at SAP” [11], referred to as the SAP methodology.
SAP places significant emphasis on the preparation stages
defined in the ISO/IEC 27034-1 standard [60].

The SAP methodology incorporates three types of risk
assessment modeling to identify and analyze risks: product-
level assessment, scenario-based assessment, and fast-track
threat modeling. Following the risk assessment practice, the
next step is security planning. This involves determining
security and privacy requirements and implementing security
controls to mitigate identified risks. The security controls are
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categorized into two groups: (1) security functions to enforce
software security, and (2) measures taken by the product
team to prevent vulnerabilities. In the SAP methodology, the
analysis and requirements phase merge with the design phase,
as there are no clear boundaries between them. This merged
phase is reflected in Table III.

Within SAP, the software development phase combines
the design and implementation stages. Product teams employ
secure design principles, secure programming techniques, li-
braries, and tools to ensure the security of the software.

8) ReBIT Application Security Framework: In 2020, Re-
serve Bank Information Technology (ReBIT) published an
application security framework as a guide for Chief Informa-
tion Security Officer (CISO) to implement application security
within the organizations.

The application security lifecycle consists of four main
stages: (1) request for proposal, (2) development lifecycle,
(3) production rollout, and (4) post deployment processes.
The request for proposal phase is used to define the security
requirements for the organization. These requirements may
encompass various aspects, including secure design, secure
deployment, security assessment, disaster recovery, secure
use of open source, security compliance with policies and
processes, and security for support and maintenance. This
phase can be considered as the project planning phase.

One remarkable practice within the ReBIT framework is
vulnerability assessment and penetration testing (VAPT). The
framework prescribes a set of minimum tests that must be
performed, such as grey box and white box testing, web
application testing, testing of underlying infrastructure for
thick client applications, mobile application testing, Windows
application testing, and handhold device application testing.

9) OWASP SAMM: In 2020, OWASP published Software
Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM) [39] version 2.0, This
model supports various software development methodologies,
including Waterfall, Iterative, Agile, and DevOps. It catego-
rizes 15 security practices into five groups aligned with busi-
ness functions: (1) governance, (2) design, (3) implementation,
(4) verification, and (5) operation.

During the implementation phase, the SAMM framework
emphasizes the importance of the defect management practice,
which involves tracking and analyzing security defects within
a project. By utilizing the acquired information, organizations
can effectively reduce the occurrence of new defects.

In the operation domain, environment management plays a
crucial role in ensuring a secure environment. This process in-
cludes activities such as patching, updating, and configuration
hardening after the software is released. It is worth noting that
the BSA framework [30] also incorporates a similar practice
called development environment; however, BSA’s focus is on
protecting the development environment from security threats
while software is being developed.

In addition, SAMM offers organizations a self-assessment
toolbox to measure their software assurance maturity perfor-
mance.

10) The Cisco methodology: In 2021, Cisco published a
white paper “Secure Development Lifecycle” [13], which
outlines their secure-by-design philosophy. This approach,

referred to as the Cisco methodology, emphasizes the im-
portance of the planning phase in incorporating defense-in-
depth techniques. Given Cisco’s primary focus on cloud-based
technologies, they also prioritize the security planning of these
technologies, adhering to industry certifications such as SOC
2 Type II and ISO 27001.

The developing phase at Cisco includes internal security
training programs designed to enhance the engineers’ knowl-
edge of security practices. This ongoing process is categorized
under the education and awareness phase in Table III.

During the launch phase, Cisco places significant emphasis
on security readiness to ensure products are prepared for
customer use, including thorough checks of critical security
and privacy controls. Additionally, the company maintains a
channel known as the Product Security Incident Response
Team that facilitates communication and collaboration with
customers in order to address critical security risks effectively.

11) The Citrix methodology: In 2021, Citrix published the
“Citrix Security Development Lifecycle” [12]. We will refer
to this as to the Citrix methodology.

Citrix places a strong emphasis on both internal and external
engagement. For example, they have established a Red Team
responsible for simulating attacks on projects throughout the
year. Additionally, Citrix engages external companies to con-
duct security assessment and penetration testing. The Citrix
Product Security Engineering team also conducts regular pen-
etration tests. In addition, the company actively participates
in the Bug Bounty program, allowing researchers to identify
vulnerabilities in their products. By combining the findings
from the Red Team work, external assessment, Bug Bounty
program, and Product Security Engineering team, Citrix estab-
lishes the foundation for their security remediation programs.

The Citrix framework addresses supply chain security by not
only managing third-party components but also by analysing,
tracking, and testing components within the CI/CD (continu-
ous integration, continuous delivery) pipeline.

12) BSIMM: The latest version of Building Security In
Maturity Model (BSIMM) was published in 2021 [71]. This
model is the result of analyzing gathered data on the security
practices adopted by different organizations to address soft-
ware security problems. The underlying structure of BSIMM
is a software security framework consisting of 12 security
practices. These practices are categorized into four domains:
(1) governance, (2) intelligence, (3) SSDL Touchpoints, (4)
deployment. Altogether, these practices encompass 112 secu-
rity activities that are classified into three levels of maturity. As
our research focuses on the underlying framework of BSIMM,
we will not delve into the maturity models.

During our investigation, we identified a similarity between
the knowledge pillar of McGraw Touchpoints [57] and the
intelligence domain of BSIMM. Both aim to gather and share
knowledge within the organization, which can be applied at
various stages of the SDLC for specific projects. The intelli-
gence domain of BSIMM comprises three security practices:
(1) attack models, (2) security features & design, (3) standards
& requirements. These practices are considered organizational-
wide as they contribute to the accumulation of corporate
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knowledge used for implementing software security activities
throughout the organization [71].

The touchpoints of BSIMM are associated with specific
SDLC processes and include (1) architecture analysis, (2) code
review, and (3) security testing.

The deployment domain encompasses (1) penetration test-
ing, (2) software environment, and (3) configuration manage-
ment and vulnerability management. Software environment in-
cludes configuration documentation, code signing, and change
management.

According to BSIMM, the ten most commonly observed se-
curity activities in organizations are as follows: implementing
lifecycle instrumentation and using it to define governance,
ensuring basic host and network security measures are in
place, identifying PII obligations, performing security feature
reviews, employing external penetration testers to identify
problems, establishing or interfacing with incident response
capabilities, integrating and delivering security features, uti-
lizing automated tools, ensuring QA performs edge/boundary
value condition testing, and translating compliance constraints
into requirements. These practices are distributed among the
security practices outlined in the BSIMM framework.

In this paragraph, we have discussed secure software de-
velopment practices within industry-created methodologies.
Next, we will explore methodologies published by government
entities.

C. Government methodologies
1) The Grip on SSD methodology: The center for Informa-

tion Security and Privacy Protection (CIP) was founded by the
Dutch Tax Authorities to ensure the security of Dutch public
services. In 2014, approximately twenty organizations formed
the “SSD practitioner community” to share their knowledge
and experience in secure software development. Since then,
the community has been working on enhancing best practices
in secure software development. In 2015, CIP published “Grip
on Secure Software Development (SSD)” [34], and that same
year, 23 organizations signed the manifesto in support of the
methodology.

During our investigation of the methodology, we discovered
a significant similarity between Grip on SSD [34] and McGraw
Touchpoints [57]. The McGraw touchpoints pillar is similar
to the contact moments pillar in Grip on SSD, and consists
of security practices distributed among the SDLC stages.
The Grip on SSD methodology also includes the standard
security requirement pillar, which outlines a set of policies,
principles, and attack patterns applicable to all projects within
the organization. Additionally, the McGraw’s knowledge pillar
covers similar tasks, along with education and awareness
initiatives.

Grip on SSD emphasizes the importance of processes that
provide guidance to clients on effectively implementing se-
curity measures. Active client support and propagation of the
methodology are crucial for its success. The guidance encom-
passes aspects such as maturity to determine an organization’s
level of control over deploying secure software, risk control
and risk acceptance, risk analysis, business impact analysis,
and maintaining standard security requirements.

One of the notable aspects of the Grip on SSD methodology
is that the design phase primarily involves test plans based on
misuse and abuse cases.

2) NIST 800-160: In 2022, National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) published “Engineering Trustworthy
Secure Systems” [72]. NIST 800-160 uses categorization of
processes of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 [80]. While initially de-
veloped for engineering various systems like cyber-physical
systems, Internet of Things, and hardware security, NIST 800-
160 can also be applied to software engineering.

NIST 800-160 focuses on organizational practices that span
the entire SDLC of a project. Business or mission analysis is
implemented in close cooperation with the stakeholders’ needs
to define the drivers, scope of business and mission problems,
and opportunities for problem mitigation.

The technical management process combines risk man-
agement, decision management, configuration management,
information management, and measurement. These practices
collectively evaluate progress, establish and execute plans, and
control project execution.

Another significant category of security-related processes
that applies to all projects is organizational project-enabling
processes. This category encompasses life cycle model
management, infrastructure management, portfolio manage-
ment, human resource management, quality management, and
knowledge management. These practices help to ensure the
organization’s capabilities to fulfill project requirements.

In 2021, NIST Published Volume 2 “Developing Cyber
Resilient Systems: A Systems Security Engineering Ap-
proach” [81]. This volume specifically focuses on the charac-
teristic of cyber resilience, which is a property of engineered
systems, and provides guidance on implementing cyber re-
silience concepts in system security engineering.

3) The methodology from Singapore: In 2017 Cyber Secu-
rity Agency of Singapore published a white paper “Security-
by-Design Framework” [29]. We will refer to this as to the
methodology from Singapore.

The methodology associates each activity with spe-
cific roles, responsibilities, and inter-dependencies. Inter-
dependencies demonstrate the integration of multiple method-
ologies to enhance the system’s security. For example, the
results of a security review are utilized not only to improve
security controls but also to establish the effectiveness of such
controls.

According to the authors, a key role in the security-by-
design framework is the steering committee, responsible for
approving milestones prior to advancing to the next phase.
These milestones include security planning and risk assess-
ment, critical security design review, system security accep-
tance testing, and penetration testing.

The methodology from Singapore promotes the imple-
mentation of security-by-design principles within the Agile
methodology. While security practices remain consistent with
those of the Waterfall methodology, Agile introduces quick
iterations in software development stages. In Agile, there is
a feedback loop between the construction and the transition
phases, enabling iterative and incremental delivery of stake-
holder requirements. The secure practices in the construction
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and transition phases are similar for Agile and Waterfall
methodologies, encompassing application security testing and
system security acceptance testing. However, in the transition
phase, Agile adds penetration testing to the mix.

4) The methodology from Malaysia: In 2020, CyberSecu-
rity Malaysia, a “national cyber security specialist agency
under the purview of the Ministry of Communications and
Multimedia Malaysia”, published “Guidelines for Secure Soft-
ware Development Life Cycle (SSDLC)” [35]. We will refer
to this as the methodology from Malaysia.

During the requirement stage, the methodology incorporates
data classification to determine the protection needs for data.
The data classification process involves (1) defining the type of
data, (2) defining the level of sensitivity, (3) establishing data
ownership, (4) implementing policy-based data management,
and (5) considering privacy requirements.

In the implementation phase, the certification and accred-
itation practice is used for technical verification. During de-
ployment, the installation practice ensures a secure production
environment by encompassing activities such as environment
configuration and release management. For handling change
requests, the methodology employs change management. Ad-
ditionally, verification and validation are performed during
the release and maintenance phase. While the testing phase
focuses on ensuring the code developed runs as intended, the
main objective of verification and validation is to confirm
that the software meets the security requirements. To address
residual risks during the disposal phase, the methodology
includes end-of-life policies. Organizations should adhere to
these policies to ensure the proper disposal of data, documents,
and software.

5) NIST 800-218: In 2022, NIST released “Secure Software
Development Framework (SSDF) Version 1.1: Recommenda-
tions for Mitigating the Risk of Software Vulnerabilities” [28].
The framework emphasizes the preparation stage to ensure
that people, technologies and processes are ready to integrate
security throughout the SDLC. If needed, organization should
establish new roles and responsibilities, and provide personnel
training. Also, maintaining the security environment, defining
criteria for security checks, and implementation of the sup-
porting toolchains are included as part of the organization’s
preparation.

It is important to note that the define security require-
ments process in NIST 800-218 does not pertain to project-
specific security requirements. Instead, it involves defining
the organization’s policies, risk management strategy, business
objectives, applicable regulations, and more. Moreover, it is
crucial to uphold the security requirements defined in these
policies throughout the entire SDLC.

Another notable practice in NIST 800-218 is design soft-
ware to meet security requirements. This practice encompasses
identifying and evaluating security requirements, defining se-
curity risks, and making design decisions to mitigate these
risks, thus covering both the requirements and design stages.

Upon examining NIST 800-160 and NIST 800-218, we
observed that these methodologies are organization-oriented
frameworks. They prioritize preparing the organization to
ensure it possesses the necessary capabilities (people, pro-

cesses, and technology) to undertake software development
projects. To achieve this, NIST 800-218 employs the prepare
the organization category of practices, while NIST 800-160
includes organizational project-enabling processes.

6) Romanian SSDLC methodology: In 2021, National Cy-
ber Security Directorate of Romania published a paper “Secu-
rity in SDLC – Secure Software Development Lifecycle [24],
which we will refer to as the SSDLC methodology. This
methodology shares similarities with Microsoft [26], SAFE-
Code [69], and Malaysia [35] methodology, as it does not
introduce any distinct security practices.

In this section, we have focused on secure software devel-
opment practices within government-created methodologies.
Next, the methodologies published by scientific researchers
are discussed.

D. Academia methodologies

1) The methodology by Jones and Rastogi: In 2004, Jones
and Rastogi [73] published a software development method-
ology with baked-in security, which we will refer to as
the methodology by Jones and Rastogi. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first academic publication that
comprehensively describes the security practices involved in
each phase of the SDLC.

The authors mention that the methodology is based on
existing risk management. However, they do not provide an
explicit definition of risk management in the context of secu-
rity, nor do they specify which software development stages
are covered by risk management. Nevertheless, the authors
provide a detailed examination of the integration between
security practices and life cycle stages.

For example, in the secure coding practice, the authors
summarize various secure coding practices, such as always
authenticating, failing securely, and applying the principle of
least privilege [73].

Another notable security practice in the methodology is the
development of security test plans during the implementation
phase. These test plans are based on the system risks identified
during the risk assessment practice.

The maintenance phase in this methodology encompasses
organization-wide practices for preparing the maintenance
phase. This includes defining the response process for handling
security bugs, establishing backup procedures, and imple-
menting business continuity procedures. These procedures
are to be prepared before entering the maintenance phase.
Additionally, we consider ongoing security training for project
managers, software architects, and software developers, to be
an organization-wide practice.

The security disposal phase represents the final stage of the
methodology. Jones and Rastogi emphasize that security is
equally important during system disposal and in the event of
a disaster as it is during all other stages of the SDLC [73].

The authors underscore their philosophy regarding secure
SDLC processes. The main idea is that organizations should
provide top-level support (CEO, CFO, CIO), training for
project members involved, and management techniques that
are sufficient to incorporate and support security practices.
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2) The methodology by Apvrille and Pourzandi: In 2005,
Apvrille and Pourzandi published “Secure Software Devel-
opment by Example” [25], which we will refer to as the
methodology by Apvrille and Pourzandi. The authors demon-
strate secure practices through the example of PICO (Presence
and Instant Communication) application, which described as
a“simplified representation of ICQ or America Online Instant
Messenger” [25].

The authors’ experiment revealed that code review is the
most effective approach for providing security testing is a code
review. Furthermore, the authors found that UMLsec is the
optimal tool for illustrating security concepts during the design
stage.

3) SSDM: In 2006, Sodiya, Onashoga, and Ajayi published
“Towards Building Secure Software Systems” (SSDM) [36].
This framework effectively integrates the software develop-
ment path with the security engineering path, while also
presenting fundamental laws for creating secure software. The
key laws highlighted by the authors are as follows:

• continuously update security knowledge;
• the software developers are required to assess their work

at the end of each stage;
• all security specifications must be concise and clear to

facilitate the implementation of security practices.
One of the notable practices within this methodology is

security specification during the design phase. The output of
this practice is a policy that provides guidelines on how to
effectively address attacks.

In the implementation and maintenance phase, the frame-
work incorporates the training the users practice. However, the
authors do not provide security concerns within this particular
practice.

Furthermore, the authors utilize the implementation and
maintenance phase practice to refer to release and maintenance
processes, which include software installation and implement-
ing changes.

4) ISDF: In 2010, Alkussayer and Allen introduced the
Integrated Security Development Framework (ISDF) Frame-
work [31]. This framework consists of two main elements:
security best practices and the security pattern utilization
process. Notable patterns include the identification of security
patterns during the requirement stage, architecture evaluation
during the design phase, and feedback on new patterns during
the verification and operation phase.

Furthermore, the authors emphasize that critical security
concerns arise during the post-implementation phase, which
falls between the deployment and operation phases. The prob-
lem lies in ensuring integrity and authenticity throughout the
supply chain. To address this issue, the authors provide models
for security feedback, response execution, and threat model
updates.

However, despite the authors proposing a framework that
includes a visual representation of security practices involved
in every SDLC phase, there is a lack of description regarding
these practices in the text. For example, test plans, external
reviews, and quality gates are mentioned in the framework’s
diagram, but the accompanying text does not provide sufficient
elaboration on these aspects. As a result, we suggest that

the authors have presented an inconsistent portrayal of the
framework.

5) The methodology by Daud: In 2010, Daud published
“Secure Software Development Model: A Guide for Secure
Software Life Cycle” [37], which we will refer to as the
methodology by Daud. While the author claims that the model
is based on the concept of Extreme Programming (XP), there
is no mention of keywords associated with Agile methodology.
For instance, the author does not utilize one-time, bucket, and
every-sprint requirements, as used in MS SDL-Agile [68] and
GE methodologies [27]. As a result, the methodology by Daud
falls under the category of Waterfall methodologies in Table
III. Although the author presented an iterative model of secure
SDLC based on the XP technique, all of these secure practices
are presented within the context of the Waterfall SDLC.

The structure of the methodology is as follows. During
cycle (1), uncertain requirements are refined into well-defined
requirements. Then, during cycle (2), threats identified in
the analysis phase are processed in the design phase and
transformed into new security requirements. Subsequently,
the known security vulnerabilities and mitigation plans from
the design phase are transferred to the development phase.
Throughout cycle (3), implementation risks identified during
development, along with user stories, are carried out over
to the testing phase. The outcome of the testing phase is
the identification of vulnerabilities, which are then addressed
in the subsequent development phase. If design bugs are
identified during testing, they should be communicated to the
design phase for resolution.

In general, the secure practices involved in Daud’s Waterfall
model are similar to those found in other methodologies (Jones
and Rastogi [73], SSDM [36], ISDF [31]). In addition, the
author does not provide distinct features of his methodology.

6) The methodology by Khan: In 2011, Khan published a
prescriptive framework [32] for secure software development,
which we will refer to as the methodology by Khan. This
methodology aims to incorporate security throughout the de-
velopment lifecycle. However, the author does not explicitly
highlight any unique or novel activities added to the frame-
work. This framework appears to resemble other methodolo-
gies, such as Microsoft SDL [26] and Singapore [29].

7) The methodology by Chatterje, Gupta, and De: In 2013,
Chatterjee, Gupta, and De published a framework for the
development of secure software [33], which we will refer to
as the methodology by Chatterje, Gupta, and De. According
to the authors, a notable feature of this methodology is the
conversion of security requirements and threats into design
decisions to mitigate identified security threats. However, it
is worth noting that this process is a common objective in
security design and is utilized in various methodologies.

This methodology shares similarities with other existing
frameworks such as Microsoft SDL [26] and CLASP [67]. The
methodology does not introduce any unique security practices,
as evident from the information presented in Table III.

8) The methodology by Farhan and Mostafa: In 2018,
Farhan and Mostafa published “A Methodology for Enhancing
Software Security During Development Processes” [38], where
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the focus is on reducing software vulnerabilities. We will refer
to this methodology as the Farhan and Mostafa methodology.

According to the authors, their approach to enhancing secu-
rity involves implementing security measures throughout every
process and step of the SDLC, rather than solely measuring
security during the testing stage. These measures are consid-
ered in RQ3. The specific security practices incorporated in the
methodology are not described by the authors but are visually
presented in a picture.

E. Agile methodologies

1) SDL-Agile: In 2012, Microsoft released the SDL-Agile
methodology [68], which addresses the challenge of integrat-
ing classic SDL and SDL-Agile. The main issue lies in the
fact that it is not feasible to complete every requirement within
a single sprint due to the limited time frame (usually 15-60
days). To address this, the authors propose two key changes
to adopt classic SDL for Agile development. The first change
involves reorganizing the development phases of classic SDL
to better align with Agile-friendly pattern. The second change
emphasized that team members should allocate sufficient SDL
work to each feature before moving on to another feature.

In addition, Microsoft identifies two main points to con-
sider when adopting the SDL-Agile methodology: SDL-Agile
requirements and the application of classic SDL tasks within
sprints. For SDL-Agile requirements, the authors categorize
them into three groups: every-sprint requirements, bucket
requirements, and one-time requirements. These categories
reflect the frequency at which the requirements need to be
addressed.

Regarding SDL tasks, the authors recommend integrating
threat modeling as a part of the design process in every sprint.
They suggest using a “spike”, which is a mini security push to
address security issues in a specific area of code, allowing for
quick updates to risky code. In the SDL-Agile project, team
members can also request exceptions for requirements during a
sprint duration or for a specific period. However, in the classic
SDL, exceptions are typically provided only for the entire life
cycle. Moreover, the authors suggest conducting final security
review at the end of each sprint, similar to the practice in
classic SDL.

2) GE: American General Electric Company (GE) pub-
lished a white paper “GE Digital Platform & Product Cy-
bersecurity (GED P&P Cybersecurity) Secure Development
Lifecycle (SDL)” [27], which provides guidelines for ensuring
product security and reliability in Agile development. For
short, we refer to this approach as the GE methodology.

GE has proposed a framework specifically tailored for the
Agile methodology, with a focus on the Industrial Internet.
All the practices in this framework are categorized into three
types: one-time practices, every-sprint practices, and bucket
practices. In addition, GE has distributed these practices
throughout the SDLC, as presented in Table IV.

One noteworthy practice within the GE methodology is the
developer security training, which involves ongoing courses
provided to developers. However, it is worth mentioning
that although this practice is continuous, the authors have

categorized it as a bucket practice, which is inconsistent with
the SDL-Agile approach.

IV. AUXILIARY PRACTICES

In this section, we answer RQ2. While investigating the
secure SDLC methodologies, we discovered that they involve
organizational, behavioral, legal, policy, and governance as-
pects, aside from purely technical aspects focused on devel-
oping software systems. The combination of these aspects we
call auxiliary (non-technical practices).

A. Relevance of auxiliary practices
The influence of cultural, organizational, and personal fac-

tors on secure development has been demonstrated by re-
searchers. For example, Arizon-Peretz, Hadar, and Luria [82]
examined the factors affecting the implementation of the
security by design approach and found that developers often
lack motivation and responsibility for proactive security design
due to a low level security climate and self-efficacy. The
authors suggest that improving the organizational security
climate could enhance the developers’ self-efficacy regarding
security and proactive security behavior.

According to the 2022 Data Breach Investigation Re-
port [83], 82% of data breaches involve human factors, which
highlights the significant role played by individuals in inci-
dents and breaches. Spiekermann, Korunovska and Langhein-
rich [84] conducted an experiment with 124 engineers and
discovered that one-third of them did not feel motivated or
responsible for designing security mechanisms. Alavi, Islam,
and Mouratidis [85] argue that human factors can greatly
impact security management in the organizational context,
even with the presence of security measures. They identify
human factors related to communication, security awareness,
and management support as crucial elements.

Pirzadeh [21] revealed that human factors are often over-
looked in the late phases of the software development process,
despite the fact that these stages involve process improvements
and maintenance based on customer satisfaction and feedback.
Further research is needed to explore human factors in the late
stages of SDLC and contribute to the enhancement of software
development projects [21].

Mokhberi and Beznosov [22] identified 17 factors that chal-
lenge secure software development and lead to vulnerabilities.
These factors can be categorized as human, organizational,
and technological. Challenges include low and high confi-
dence level among developers, insufficient security knowledge,
difficulty to grasp security concepts, lack of security culture
and clear security policy, ineffective communication, misuse
of security APIs/libraries and protocols, and fear to update and
upgrade. To address these challenges, the authors recommend
encouraging developers to utilize security knowledge and fos-
tering a sense of responsibility, establishing security policies
and strategies to support developers, promoting communica-
tion between developers and security experts, and motivating
developers to enhance their security knowledge.

These studies mentioned above highlight the need for
organizations to consider practices beyond traditional soft-
ware development activities when adopting security-by-design
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approaches. Therefore, it is important to identify auxiliary
practices within SSDMs.

To illustrate auxiliary practices, we categorize them into
distinct groups. However, it is important to note that these
categories are interconnected and often overlap, meaning that
practices from one category may also apply to another. For
example, practices within the understanding human behavior
category can also be relevant to the communication process
category.

B. Risk management framework

The risk management framework is defined in vari-
ous methodologies, including Touchpoints [57], NIST 800-
160 [81], the methodology from Singapore [29], the method-
ology from Malaysia [35], the BSA [30] framework and the
methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73]. NIST 800-160 [72]
provides a detailed explanation of the practices involved in
risk management processes. The following security activities
and tasks are typically included:

• planning of security risk management. This involves
defining the security aspects of the risk management
strategy, taking into account stakeholders’ concerns, trust-
worthiness, and assurance;

• managing the security aspects. The information man-
agement process is involved to provide security risks to
stakeholders;

• analysis of security risks. With the support of the system
analysis process, the analysis identifies security risks and
assesses the likelihood of occurrence and consequences
of these risks;

• treatment of security risks. With the support of the
decision management process, security treatments that
may be recommended to stakeholders.

• Monitoring of security risks, which involves monitoring
the changes, and assessment of the effectiveness of secu-
rity measures.

McGraw [57] describes his philosophy of the risk manage-
ment framework as a full life cycle activity that occurs in
parallel with SDLC activities to identify, track and mitigate
risks that arise during project development. In his method-
ology, software risk management is strongly influenced by
business motivation and takes place within the context of the
business. Business goals and priorities are taken into account
when identifying and analyzing risks. The risk management
framework can be considered a fractal, continuous multilevel
loop because the full process can be applied at different
levels, such as project level, software lifecycle phase level,
and artifact level.

In the methodology from Singapore [29], the BSA [30]
framework, and the methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73]
the authors only mention that their methodologies are based
on the risk management framework itself. However, they do
not provide specific details about the framework itself.

C. Security metrics

Security metrics are measurements used to assess the effec-
tiveness of security processes. The methodologies that mention

security metrics in the secure SDLC [57], [26], [72], [69],
[70], [67] highlight that there is no perfect answer to how to
measure security.

McGraw [57] considers metrics and measures to be a crucial
part of introducing SDLC in large organizations. According to
the author, ideally, the metrics and measures should focus on
the following areas: project, process, product, and organiza-
tion. By taking these areas into account, it is possible to assess
all activities in a software development effort. Moreover, all
metrics should reflect strategic business goals.

NIST 800-160 [72] includes the measurement process as
part of the technical management process. The main goal of
the measurement process is to support effective management
and demonstrate the quality of the product. The methodology
also has a project assessment strategy that addresses the
measurement of security by establishing criteria for security
assessment performance, methods, and evaluation activities.

Microsoft SDL [68] and NIST 800-218 [28] use vulnerabil-
ity severity scores to define the severity threshold of security
vulnerabilities and to determine the minimum acceptable se-
curity performance levels.

In contrast to the above-mentioned methodologies,
CLASP [67] considers the role of metrics not only in
assessing the likely level of security but also in identifying
specific areas for improvement. CLASP metrics help assess
the quality of work performed by project members. For
example, the metrics can assist in deciding which part of the
project requires expert attention or which project members
need additional training. In CLASP, a project manager is
responsible for monitoring security metrics to assess the
progress of the project or the team working on a project.
Compared to other methodologies [26], [72], [69], [70],
CLASP provides an overview of the metrics that can be used
to measure security. These metrics include:

• worksheet-based metrics, which are based on questions
regarding system assessment. Questions can be divided
into the critical, important and useful groups, and the
metric may be based on these groups;

• attack surface measurement, which is “a count of the
numbers of data inputs to the program or system” [67];

• coding guideline adherence measurement, which allows
weighting guidelines based on organizational risks;

• reported defect rates, which measure the number of
defects based on their severity;

• input validation thoroughness measurement, which as-
sesses whether all data from untrusted sources undergo
input validation;

• security test coverage measurement, which assesses the
quality of testing.

In addition, the authors of CLASP highlight that it is insuf-
ficient to only identify metrics and apply them. It is crucial
to consider historical metrics data and continuously track the
developers’ progress. The output of metrics should also be
periodically reviewed.

BSIMM [71] and OWASP SAMM [39] incorporate the
strategy & metrics domain into their framework structure.
However, it should be noted that in BSIMM [71], none of
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the security activities from the top 10 activities list specifi-
cally refer to security metrics. On the other hand, OWASP
SAMM [39] does consider the definition of different metrics
within the security activities in maturity levels, although it is
not directly addressed in the framework itself.

The methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73] mentions a
process of establishing internal metrics and key performance
indicators. However, the authors do not provide specific details
about these metrics.

In the methodology by Farhan and Mostafa [38], metrics
are suggested to measure security efforts in all phases of the
SDLC. These metrics include:

• effort and progress metric, which measures the actual and
estimated efforts and progress made;

• time to deliver variance rate, indicating the variance of
actual progress from the baseline for the entire project;

• schedule variance, measuring the actual duration of the
project;

• stability metric, illustrating the impact of requirements
changes;

• quality measure, providing insights into quality and com-
pliance;

• work product quality and software quality.

While the above-mentioned methodologies provide guid-
ance on measuring security, the SAP methodology [11] goes
beyond that and includes the assessment of privacy. The
methodology employs a data protection compliance evaluation
to assess the fulfillment of legal requirements, such as GDPR
(General Data Protection Regulation). This evaluation ensures
that data protection measures are aligned with applicable
privacy regulations alongside security considerations in the
SDLC.

D. Building a culture of security

The authors of the methodology by Google [70] aimed
to investigate the efforts to create a culture of security and
reliability within organizations, also known as a security-
centric culture. Since human factors play a crucial role in
shaping security practices, it is important that everyone in the
organization takes responsibility for security.

McGraw [57] described the cultural changes required to
adopt SSDM in large organizations. According to his view,
organizations should have a well-defined roadmap for incorpo-
rating security practices into the SDLC. This roadmap includes
the following practices: (1) assigning a leader for each security
initiative (2) providing training not only for developers but also
for all project staff, and (3) establishing metric programs and
others.

SAFECode [69] suggested that the organization’s culture
should be taken into account when introducing new security
practices. Some organizations respond better to corporate
mandates from senior managers, while others respond better to
support from a team of engineers. If the organization responds
better to mandates, it is advisable to designate key managers
who can effectively communicate and support security initia-
tives.

One of the components of security culture is education
and awareness programs. These programs include appropriate
training of personnel involved in the project on security basics
and trends. Measuring performance outcomes also helps iden-
tify areas for improvement [28]. The education and awareness
component has been part of the secure SDLC concept since
the emergence of SSDMs.

Over half of the methodologies we found involve ongoing
security training for team members: (Microsoft SDL [26],
Touchpoints [57], CLASP [67], NIST 800-160 [72], SAFE-
Code [69], the methodology by Google [70], BSA [30],
SAP [11], Cisco [13], Citrix [12], BSIMM [71], SAMM [39],
SDL-Agile [68], GE [27], the methodology by Jones and
Rastogi [73], SSDM [36], ISDF [31], the methodology by
Farhan and Mostafa [38]).

The following methodologies also address aspects of edu-
cation and awareness programs. NIST 800-160 [72]includes
human resource management, which involves establishing a
plan for skill development and maintaining the competence
of human resources. CLASP [67] suggests that designating
a security officer who is enthusiastic about security is a
good way to increase security awareness. Furthermore, re-
warding personnel for compliance with security guidelines
is an effective way to raise awareness [67]. The authors
of SAFECode [69] claim that for successful implementation
of secure SDLC, all project members need to be aware of
the significance of security and attend training programs.
Additionally, organizations should consider the required level
of expertise for each secure practice.

McGraw [57] considers knowledge as one of the pillars.
According to him, knowledge “involves the collection, encap-
sulation, and sharing of security knowledge that can be used to
build a solid foundation for software security practices” [57].
McGraw further defines various knowledge categories, includ-
ing principles, guidelines, rules, vulnerabilities, exploits, attack
patterns, and historical risks. These categories are applicable
throughout the software SDLC. For example, rules are utilized
in static analysis and code review, while historical risks
are applied to the requirement, design, implementation, and
verification phases. The author argues that one of the most ef-
fective ways to disseminate software development knowledge
is through security training for software development staff.

The objective of knowledge management in NIST 800-
160 [72] aligns with the knowledge pillar of Touchpoints [57]
and the intelligence domain of BSIMM [71]. The concept is
to define, acquire, and maintain security knowledge and skills.

E. Understanding human behavior

The authors of the methodology by Google [70] suggest that
team members may sometimes experience fear or resistance
to change. A successful case-building process should involve
prioritizing initiatives that have a chance of success. Addition-
ally, it is sometimes better to halt the introduction of a change
if it causes more harm than benefit.

Furthermore, the authors [70] emphasize the importance of
understanding adversaries to build secure and reliable sys-
tems. For instance, attackers may be motivated by factors such
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as enjoyment, recognition, activism, financial gain, coercion,
manipulation, espionage, and destruction. The CLASP [67]
methodology also analyzes the attack profile, identifying (1)
insiders, (2) “script kiddies”, (3) competitors, (4) governments,
(4) organized crime, and (5) activists. In comparison, the
methodology by Google includes two additional attacker pro-
files: automation and artificial intelligence, and vulnerability
researchers. The SSDM methodology [36] also emphasizes
the importance of understanding attackers’ interests in the
software being developed, specifically in the security training
process.

User behavior also plays a role in mitigating DoS at-
tacks [70]. External events and human decisions can lead to
the synchronization of human behavior. For instance, during
an emergency in a large city, many people may search the
incident details, share information, and communicate on social
networks.

The authors of the methodology by Google [70] mention
that human-centered software expertise helps address problems
that users encounter while interacting with the software. Since
users are not expected to have security expertise, the security
of the software should not rely solely on them.

The BSA methodology [30] suggests that software should
be configured securely based on its intended users’ usage.

F. Policies, strategies, standards and conventions

According to NIST 800-160 [72] and NIST 800-53 [86], a
security policy is defined as “a set of rules that governs all
aspects of the security-relevant system and system component
behavior”. The security policies and strategies establish rules
and procedures for managing the security within a company.
Table V provides an overview of the security policies and
strategies commonly used in SSDMs.

Both the Grip on SSD methodology [34] and CLASP [67]
include the practice to have a list of baseline (or standard)
security requirements that can be used for each project within
a company. The standard security requirements in SSD, as was
discussed in the Section III-B, allow to avoid drawing up all
security requirements afresh for each project. They include:

• security architecture: in the organization of a client,
some security controls may be already implemented.
Security architecture defines these controls and describes
the relationship between controls.=;

• baseline security: defines international standards that
can be used in the organizations, for example, ISO
27002:2005, ISO/IEC 27002:2013, ISO 25010;

• classification of systems and data: the client classifies the
software into security classes (high, medium, and low);

• risk identification: the client generates a list of known
risks and then during risk analysis, relevant to current
project risks are selected.

To ensure the consistency and efficiency of standard security
requirements, it is recommended to exchange information on
these requirements with other (semi) public bodies, allowing
for the accumulation of knowledge and best practices [34].
According to CLASP [67], baseline security requirements are
identified in global security policy.

Cisco [13] believes privacy to be a fundamental human
right. The company published the privacy policy 4 which is
used for privacy control validation and privacy assessment
practices.

Several methodologies state that security practices need to
be performed according to security policies [33], [38], [37],
[29], [35], [61], [25], [32], [31]. However, these methodologies
do not define these policies. For example, the authors of the
methodology from Singapore [29] claim that many practices
such as penetration testing, the evaluation of security specifi-
cations should be performed according to security policies.

When writing the code, the developers may make mistakes.
Defining the standards and conventions such as coding stan-
dards, languages, frameworks, and libraries helps to reduce
the number of unintentional vulnerabilities in code [67].
SAFECode [69], CLASP [67], and BSA [30] involve establish
coding standards as a part of secure coding practices. While
CLASP does not explicitly designate coding standards as a
specific practice, it does provide a list of recommended coding
standards. The methodology by Google [70], Cisco [13], NIST
800-218 [28], the methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73], the
methodology by Farhan and Mostafa [38], the methodology
by Apvrille and Pourzandi [25] include coding standards, but
identification of these standards is not the practice of the
methodologies.

Both BSIMM [71] and OWASP SAMM [39] include the
governance domain, which helps organize, manage and mea-
sure security activities. They incorporate practices such as
strategies & metrics and compliance & policy practices, edu-
cation and guidance and training. These methodologies also
include activities related to establishing the security, which are
grouped into maturity levels. As the security activities involved
in maturity levels lie beyond the scope of the research, we do
not include specific security policies in Table V.

G. Auxiliary practices of incident or vulnerability response

In the realm of software development, where humans are
prone to making mistakes [70], [24], it becomes crucial to
detect and address these issues early in the SDLC to minimize
the costs associated with rectifying such mistakes [4]. How-
ever, in released software mistakes and vulnerabilities may still
exist. To tackle this challenge, various methodologies, such
as Microsoft SDL [26], SAFECode [69], CLASP [67], NIST
800-218 [28], the methodology by Google [70], Cisco [13],
and Citrix [12] employ auxiliary practices for incident or
vulnerability response.

Microsoft SDL [26] advocates for the establishment of
a security response center within organizations. This center
comprises individuals responsible for responding to exter-
nally discovered vulnerabilities and collaborating with security
researchers who have uncovered these vulnerabilities. The
response center maintains communication with the researchers,
providing them with updates on the status of the response
and update process. Building relationships of confidence and
trust with vulnerability researchers is emphasized, as it helps

4https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/trust-center/global-privacy-policy.
html

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/trust-center/global-privacy-policy.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/trust-center/global-privacy-policy.html
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TABLE V
POLICIES AND STRATEGIES FOR SECURE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Name of policy Meaning Source
Global security policy Provides default standard security requirements

applicable to all projects within a company
CLASP [67], Grip on SSD [34], NIST 800-218 [28], the
methodology by Google [70]

End-of-life (disposal) pol-
icy

Is used in managing the risks in terminating the
system

Malaysia [35], NIST 800-160 [72]

Security requirements def-
inition strategy

Are used to define common security
requirements together with stakeholders

NIST 800-160 [72]

Project assessment strat-
egy

Is used to measure security NIST 800-160 [72]

Project control strategy Handles problems when the project does not
meet security goals

NIST 800-160 [72]

Decision management
strategy

Includes defining roles and responsibilities,
schemes to support the decision making process

NIST 800-160 [72]

Risk management strategy Defines security aspects of risk management
strategy

NIST 800-160 [72]

Risk treatment strategy Considers costs, schedule, and the effectiveness
of reducing security risks

NIST 800-160 [72]

Configuration
management strategy

Involves a variety of different activities, such as
roles and responsibilities, the storage media
constraints, security activities among acquirer,
supplier, logistics and other activities

NIST 800-160 [72]

Information management
strategy

Addresses security and privacy concerns of all
types of information involved in the project (for
example, intellectual property)

NIST 800-160 [72]

Quality assurance strategy Helps to ensure that quality management
process is effectively applied for the project

NIST 800-160 [72]

Vulnerability response
policy

Considers vulnerability disclosure and
remediation processes, roles and responsibilities

Microsoft SDL [26], SAFECode [69], BSA [30], NIST
800-218 [28], the methodology by Khan [32],
SDL-Agile [68]

Privacy policy Is used for privacy control validation and
privacy assessment practices

Cisco [13]

Disaster response strategy Defines (1) the roles and responsibilities, (2)
how the incident is reported to the incident
response team, and (3) communication with
external stakeholders, responders, and support
teams

the methodology by Google [70]

Maintenance strategy Defines resources, security considerations,
schedules, measures to perform maintenance of
the system

NIST 800-160 [72]

Policy for authentication
and authorization deci-
sions

Verifies the identity and access rights the methodology by Google [70]

Risk acceptance and ex-
ception policy

Considers residual risks in the deployment
phase of the SDLC

the methodology from Malaysia [35]

Process management pol-
icy

Ensures that policies and procedures are
consistent

NIST 800-160 [72]

Quality management strat-
egy

Is oriented toward achievement of security
quality objectives

NIST 800-160 [72]

Security requirements def-
inition strategy

Aims to reach an agreement with stakeholders
on which common security requirements must
be used. The process also includes information
gathering activities, methods, and techniques
that are used to acquire information from
stakeholders

NIST 800-160 [72]

Policy to control access to
data and processes

Is used in identity and access management The BSA framework [30]

Coding standards Encompasses coding rules, guidelines, and best
practices

SAFECode [69], CLASP [67], the BSA framework [30], the
methodology by Google [70], the Cisco methodology [13],
NIST 800-218 [28], the methodology by Jones and
Rastogi [73], the methodology by Farhan [38], the
methodology by Apvrille and Pourzandi [25], the
methodology from Singapore [29], the methodology by
Khan [32]

Design standards Provide guidance on how security features are
to be used in the software design

Singapore [29], SSDLC [24], the SAP methodology [11]

Cryptography standards Best practices and recommendations for using
encryption

Microsoft SDL [26]

Approved tools Are used to support engineers to use
state-of-art version of tools

Microsoft SDL [26]

Security tools Encompass best practices for using encryption NIST 800-218 [28]
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to reduce customer exposure to vulnerabilities until a fix is
released. Techniques such as simple and personal commu-
nication, recognizing the value of vulnerability researchers,
conducting partner programs to provide early access for re-
searchers, and granting them access to test updates, can all
foster collaboration with vulnerability researchers.

Similarly, SAFECode [69] emphasizes the importance of
maintaining contact with reporters and promptly communi-
cating the availability of vulnerability fixes to customers.
The communication processes with customers and security
researchers are also described in CLASP [67] and NIST 800-
218 [28]. Organizations like Cisco [13] and Citrix [12] have
dedicated Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT)
to handle communication with customers.

The methodology by Google [70] focuses on human be-
havior while preparing for and being in incident or disaster.
This strategy encompasses analyzing potential disasters, estab-
lishing response teams, creating response plans, configuring
systems properly, testing procedures, and seeking feedback.
These components of preparation for disaster are considered
next.

According to the methodology by Google [70], the for-
malization of team structure, information management, and
communication between the recovery team are vital compo-
nents for recovering from the incident. The scope of recovery
depends on the type of the attack. After recovering the
system and ejecting the attacker, organizations should consider
the impacts of the attack. This will help improve incident
handling. While analyzing the impact, the following questions
may be useful to consider (1) what are the main factors that
contributed to the incident? (2) how quickly was the incident
detected? (3) how may the detection system be improved?

To prevent total disruption of the system, organizations
should conduct a disaster risk analysis. This analysis includes
the following steps: (1) identifying human or technological
resources required to respond to an incident, (2) identifying
potential disaster scenarios that may occur in the system,
and (3) identifying systems that, if disabled or disrupted, can
disable operations. When developing a response plan, organi-
zations should create high-level procedures that define (1) the
roles and responsibilities, (2) how incident are reported to the
incident response team, and (3) communications with external
stakeholders, responders, and support teams. Organizations
should also train engineers in response activities and provide
feedback to prevent the same mistakes.

H. Communication process and customer responsibilities

In SAFECode [69], stakeholder management and commu-
nication involves explaining to stakeholders the value and
commitment to secure development practices.

The processes pillar of Grip on SSD [34] includes busi-
ness impact analysis (BIA), which aims to establish “quality
requirements for the information systems used within that
operational process” [34]. The client is one of the responsible
parties in BIA, with the following responsibilities:

• determining the goals of operational processes within the
organization’s main tasks;

• identifying the main and auxiliary sub-processes;
• verifying the execution of the BIA process.
Another non-technical practice in Grip on SSD involving

the client is risk acceptance before the release phase. Risk
acceptance requires the client, supported by a security advisor,
to decide on accepting risks. There are three options available
to the client: (1) accepting compliant software, (2) modifying
non-compliant software, and (3) temporarily allowing non-
compliant software. If the client chooses temporary accep-
tance, the following points should be considered:

• the plan outlining when and how the solution will be
presented;

• the budget required for implementing the plan;
• the client’s approval of the plan.
Meanwhile, in the methodology from Malaysia [35], the

customer is responsible for accepting residual risks.
The authors of the methodology by Google [70] emphasize

that during tight deadlines and high stress, communications
with team members and external parties may be challenging.
Misunderstandings can arise as a result of these communica-
tion difficulties. To mitigate this problem, it is recommended
to be overly communicative and explicit. Another challenge is
hedging, which often introduces confusion and uncertainty into
the decision-making process. Regular, well-managed meetings
help maintain control and visibility of ongoing activities.
Lastly, determining the appropriate level of detail to share is
another communication challenge that needs to be addressed.

I. Ethics

The topic of ethics in secure software development is
addressed in CLASP [67]. The organizations as a whole are
expected to uphold ethics standards, although it may not be
realistic to expect every individual component to be inherently
ethical. An important consideration is the unethical behavior of
insiders who may attack the organization, and the organization
should take this into account. Ethical behavior, in general,
entails providing users with a privacy policy, notifying them
of any changes in the policy, and promptly informing them in
the event of a privacy breach.

J. Privacy

The topic of privacy is addressed in Microsoft SDL
v.5.2 [68] and SDL-Agile [68], which both focus on privacy
requirements. Within these frameworks, a privacy advisor is
assigned to provide support. However, the primary responsi-
bility for privacy lies with the privacy lead, who is a member
of the project team. In SDL-Agile, reporting design changes
that impact privacy to the privacy advisor is the every-sprint
requirement. During the release phase in Microsoft SDL V.5.2,
it is crucial to collaborate with the privacy advisor and legal
representatives to create an approved privacy disclosure.

According to the methodology by Google [70], organiza-
tions should have the capability to investigate systems after a
failure. Therefore, it is necessary for organizations to design
a logging system with access control and protection. Privacy
and legal members should be involved in the design process
of the logging system.
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Cisco [13] incorporated a privacy assessment to evaluate
privacy controls based on laws and regulations. Additionally,
Cisco provides a dedicated privacy Trust Portal 5 for customers
to understand the data processing procedures.

Privacy requirements and controls are also considered in the
methodology from Malaysia [35]. For example, measures such
as data anonymization, disposition, and pseudonymization are
implemented.

V. EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGIES

A. Evaluation of the methodologies in academic research

One of the common approaches to assess the benefits of
the methodology for an organization is through conducting
case studies [87]. In the reviewed literature, case studies were
found to be the most prevalent method used to evaluate the
effectiveness of proposed methodologies.

The methodology by Apvrille and Pourzandi [25] was pre-
sented using an instant messaging application as an example.
Although the evaluation of the methodology was beyond the
scope of their research, the authors believe that the methodol-
ogy can enhance the security level of the software.

The authors of the SSDM methodology [36] conducted
a case study by implementing it in an accounting system.
During the system’s 3 years usage, there were 129 security
breaches. However, after implementing SSDM, no security
breaches were found during one year of usage. The case study
results demonstrate an improvement in security. However, it
is unclear whether the company had previously employed any
other SSDM before the case study.

The authors of ISDF [31] built an e-commerce system to
showcase the advantages of their methodology. However, the
authors provided examples for the requirement and design
stages, lacking demonstrations of the methodology’s effective-
ness in other activities.

Chatterjee, Gupta, and De [33] conducted a case study on a
web-based banking system, focusing on security design. Sim-
ilar to ISDF [31], the authors only involved the requirements
and the design phase. Additionally, the authors compared
their methodology with the methodology by Apvrille and
Pourzandi [25] and the AOD approach [88], which proposes
security aspects for the design stage. The results indicate that
the methodology by Chatterjee, Gupta, and De suggests more
suitable design decisions than the other methodologies [25],
[88]. However, this case study does not provide conclusive
evidence of the effectiveness of the methodology.

The methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73], the method-
ology by Daud [37], the methodology by Khan [32], the
methodology by Farhan and Mostafa [38] did not offer any
experiments or evidence of their effectiveness.

B. Evaluation of the methodologies from the industry

During the investigation of industry and government SS-
DMs, we discovered that none of the methodologies provide
evidence of effectiveness.

5https://trustportal.cisco.com/c/r/ctp/trust-portal.html

The authors of NIST 800-218 [28] argue that incorporating
the security practices mentioned in the methodology can help
reduce the number of vulnerabilities in software. However,
they do not present experimental results or other evidence to
support this claim.

CLASP [67], SAFECode [69], Grip on SSD [34], the
methodology by Google [70], the SAP methodology [11],
the Cisco methodology [13] and the Citrix methodology [12]
emphasize that their methodologies are the results of years
of experience and aim to provide a set of security best
practices. SAP has a blog [89] where the Head of Product
Security SAP compared the SAP methodology with NIST
800-218. The comparison reveals that almost all the practices
and recommendations in NIST 800-218 have corresponding
measures and controls in the SAP methodology. This example
demonstrates one of the ways of evaluating a methodology by
comparing it with established security standards.

Microsoft’s website, specifically the Frequently Asked
Questions page, contains information stating that “The SDL
has proven to be effective at reducing vulnerability counts of
flagship Microsoft products after release” [26]. In 2023 Lipner
and Howard [90] published the results of their security push
released in 2003 [91] and an evaluation of the Secure SDL [4].
The authors assert that there has been a significant reduction in
the number of vulnerabilities in Microsoft software products,
which indicates the validation of the implemented security
measures. They also claim that the evidence of Microsoft SDL
effectiveness lies in the code, output of security tools, and
threat models [90].

McGraw [57] ranks the touchpoints according to their
effectiveness and importance. According to the author [57], the
ranking is based on the experience of applying touchpoints in
different organizations. However, the author does not provide
concrete evidence of their effectiveness, such as case studies
or experimental results.

Both maturity models, SAMM [39] and BSIMM [71],
allow organisations to assess the maturity of their software
development process and provide an overview of the status
of security activities. However, the maturity level does not
reflect the effectiveness of the security process. Thus, neither
SAMM nor BSIMM allow for the assessment of effectiveness
of security efforts.

C. Other literature on assessing effectiveness of SSDM
In addition to the authors of the studied methodologies,

numerous researchers have explored various methods for
assessing the effectiveness of secure software engineering.
Busch, Koch, and Wirsing [92] introduced the SecEval method
for evaluating engineering approaches in the SDLC. According
to the authors, SecEval enables a “structured evaluation of
methods, tools, notations, security properties, vulnerabilities
and threats” [92]. The model consists of three components:
(1) a context model that describes security properties, threats
and vulnerabilities, (2) data collection model that records how
data is gathered, (3) a data analysis model that specifies how
reasoning is performed based on the collected data.

The Dagstuhl seminar “Empirical Evaluation of Secure
Development Processes [93] covered various important topics

https://trustportal.cisco.com/c/r/ctp/trust-portal.html
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relevant to our research. One of the key discussions was “How
do we know that the system is really secure?”. Bodden [93,
p.21] suggested that software security metrics should consider
the assume-breach paradigm, which refers to the ability of
software to withstand attacks despite known and unknown vul-
nerabilities in the system. In other words, metrics should not
assume that the software is free of vulnerabilities. The author
argues that establishing measurable indicators of security can
facilitate the creation of effective software security metrics.
Additionally, Weber et al. [93, p.23] discussed the empirical
evaluation of software development processes. According to
the authors, obtaining a comprehensive understanding of the
advantages and disadvantages of a particular development
methodology would likely require employing multiple tech-
niques.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the key findings regarding our
research questions.

To answer RQ1, we have discovered 28 SSDMs published
between 2004 and 2022. These methodologies originate from
industry, governments and academic researchers. The majority
of the discovered methodologies have emerged from large
companies. Based on the summary of security practices shown
in Table III and Table IV, we observed that these method-
ologies have not undergone substantial evolution since 2004.
Even in the earliest methodologies, auxiliary practices, such as
organizational, behavioral, legal, policy, governance aspects,
and common technical security practices were considered.
However, over the span of 18 years, some methodologies,
such as NIST 800-218 [28] and BSA [30], have become more
specific by providing the references to the standards for each
security practice.

During the mapping of the security practices to the SDLC
stages, we identified certain auxiliary practices that encom-
passed cultural, organizational, and personal factors. These
practices were combined to address RQ2, resulting in the
identification of nine intertwined categories of auxiliary prac-
tices. These categories include risk management, security mea-
surement, building a culture of security, understanding human
behavior, creating policies and strategies, and communication
processes.

For RQ3, we investigated the methods used by the authors
to provide evidence of the effectiveness of the secure soft-
ware development process. We discovered that most of the
methodologies imply their effectiveness and their contribution
to software security improvement but do not provide concrete
evidence. Out of the eight academic papers reviewed, only one
methodology included a case study, while two methodologies
involved case studies related to security practices in the
requirements and/or design stages. Industry and government
methodologies do not provide any evidence of their effective-
ness.

During our investigation of the methodologies, we identified
significant gaps that need to be addressed to enhance software
security. For example, as previously discussed, there is a
need to explore ways to assess the effectiveness of SSDMs.

Another notable gap is the scarcity of auxiliary (non-technical)
practices in academic papers. The only practices considered
are the risk management framework (in the methodology by
Jones and Rastogi [73]) and education and awareness (in
the methodology by Jones and Rastogi [73], SSDM [36],
ISDF [31], the methodology by Farhan and Mostafa [38]).
As discussed in our response to RQ2 (Section IV), there are
numerous other auxiliary practices, such as privacy, ethics,
human behavior, and communication processes. All these
auxiliary practices are derived exclusively from industry and
government methodologies.

Additionally, after conducting this survey, two questions
have arisen:

• Why are there so many methodologies, and why do new
methodologies continue to emerge?

• Why do data breaches still occur even when all stages of
the secure SDLC are followed?

To answer these questions, further research is required.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Existing literature reviews

To the best of our knowledge, our literature review repre-
sents the most comprehensive effort to examine the existing
SSDMs. However, there have been other related endeavours
have explored security practices within the software develop-
ment process. A summary of existing literature reviews that
address at least one of our research questions can be found in
Table VI.

While many of these literature reviews share similarities
with ours in terms of the included SSDMs, some of them delve
into research questions that extend beyond the scope of our
study. For instance, Williams [18] investigated the integration
of SSDM with various software development models, such as
Agile and DevOps, mobile applications, IoT, cloud computing,
road vehicles and E-commerce.

Núñez, Lindo and Rodrı́guez [19] proposed the Viewnext-
UEx model, which incorporates security practices from estab-
lished models while addressing their weaknesses. The model
introduces new security practices, namely the state of the
project, security observatory and vulnerabilities repository.
The first practice aims to evaluate projects from a security
perspective, ensuring compliance with the security guidelines.
The second practice focuses on reducing the time spent in
an insecure state by actively searching for new attack tech-
niques and vulnerabilities. The last practice involves building
a knowledge base from security failures and errors to enhance
developers’ training.

Additionally, Ramirez, Aiello and Lincke [20] not only ana-
lyzed SSDMs but also considered standards and certifications,
such as Common Criteria and The Open Group Architecture
Framework.

We applied the same inclusion and exclusion criteria as
presented in Table I when selecting studies for Table VI.
Certain studies were excluded because they only investigated
security practices in specific stages of SDLC rather than
spanning the entire SDLC.
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TABLE VI
CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEWS

Year Author and title Count of meth.
investigated

Alignment with our RQs
RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 RQ4

2005 Davis “Secure software development life cycle processes: A technology
scouting report” [15]

10 X × × ×

2007 Gregoire et al. “On the secure software development process: CLASP and
SDL compared” [16]

2 X × × X

2008 De Win et al. “On the secure software development process: CLASP, SDL
and Touchpoints compared” [14]

3 X × × X

2013 Fonseca and Vieira “A survey on secure software development lifecy-
cles” [17]

4 X × × ×

2019 Williams “Secure software lifecycle knowledge area” [18] 3 X × × ×
2020 Núñez, Andrés, and Rodrı́guez “A preventive secure software development

model for a software factory: A case study” [19]
7 X X × ×

2020 Ramirez, Aiello, and Lincke “A survey and comparison of secure software
development standards” [20]

24 X × × ×

One such work is the maturity model proposed by Al-
Matouq et al. [94] for secure software design, which is based
on security practices identified in a comprehensive study.
Their study’s scope extends beyond ours, encompassing not
only SSDMs, but also maturity models and methodologies
for the software design phase. Moreover, their research [94]
focuses not solely on methodologies, but also on papers that
incorporate security practices.

Khan et al. [95] investigated security approaches in secure
software engineering. The authors concentrated on security
practices within different phases of the SDLC. Additionally,
Khan et al. [96] explored security risks and associated prac-
tices in secure software development.

B. Other relevant literature

Several researchers have investigated the interaction be-
tween developers and secure software processes. For example,
Acar et al. [97] argue that developers need human-centered
security experts and legal experts to solve social engineering
problems. Assal and Chiasson [98] claim that organizational
issues, such as the lack of security plans, procedures, knowl-
edge, or resources, are the primary reasons for postponing
security.

There are also studies that explored security models be-
yond the scope of this research. For instance, Myrbakken
and Colomo-Palacios [53] conducted a literature review on
DevSecOps methodologies. Sánchez-Gordón and Colomo-
Palacios [99] conducted a literature review to understand the
DevSecOps culture from a human factor perspective. Cyber-
security capability maturity models have been investigated in
studies, such as [100], [101], [102], [103].

Certain researchers have explored security methodologies in
specific areas. Uzunov, Fernandez, Falkner [104] investigated
security methodologies applicable to distributed systems. Sug-
anya, Jothi, and Palanisamy [105] explored security method-
ologies in e-voting systems. Malik and Nazir [106] studied
security frameworks for the cloud computing environment.
Babar et al. [107] proposed an embedded security framework
for the Internet of Things (IoT). Pacheco and Hariri [108]
developed an IoT security framework for smart infrastruc-
tures. ENISA [109] introduced practices for IoT security.
Agile security methods are considered in [110]. Kang and

Kim [111] proposed a CIA (functional correctness, safety
integrity, security assurance)-level framework that provides
security measures to establish the required level of security in
organizations. The framework also allows for comparison of
security process levels with competitors through gap analysis.
Ardo, Bass and Gaber [112] developed a methodology based
on interviews with Agile practitioners. However, as the paper
meets exclusion criteria EX-4 I, we did not include it in our
research.

Although there is an exhaustive body of literature focused
on secure development activities and methodologies, several
studies have identified the challenges that organizations and
developers face when adopting secure software development
practices. Maher et al. [113] revealed that a lack of clear
vision, inadequate guidelines from top management, and insuf-
ficient guidance on how to incorporate security practices pose
challenges to the adoption of secure software development.
Gasiba et al. [114] also discovered that while developers are
motivated to produce secure code, the lack of knowledge of
secure coding guidelines hinders their ability to do so.

In a study by Kirlappos, Beautement and Sasse [115],
key reasons for non-compliance with organizational policies
were observed. The authors concluded that the adoption of
security practices should be decentralized, allowing employees
to determine how to incorporate security into their individual
tasks. Additionally, a survey conducted by Geer [116] revealed
that organizations do not widely adopt formal secure SDLC
framework due to challenges such as a lack of awareness of
methodologies and the perceived time consuming nature of
implementing these methodologies.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this survey, we collected 28 SSDMs from industry,
government, and academia sectors. During the mapping of
security practices to the SDLC phases, we observed that the
SDLC process involves not only purely technical practices
but also auxiliary practices. These auxiliary practices include
measuring security, fostering a culture of security, developing
policies and strategies, promoting effective team communica-
tion, ethics and privacy considerations.

Upon investigating how authors provide evidence of the
effectiveness of their methodologies, we discovered that most
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of the methodologies imply their effectiveness in improving
software security but fail to provide concrete evidence. In
fact, some methodologies do not even mentioned effectiveness
at all. Among the eight academic papers reviewed, only one
methodology included a case study, while two methodologies
involved case studies specifically focused on security practices
in the requirements and/or design stages.

As a result of this survey, several research gaps have
been identified. One open question is why companies tend to
create their own methodologies instead of adopting existing
ones. Another research gap pertains to the lack of evidence
supporting effectiveness of these methodologies, often based
on the belief that they reduce the number of vulnerabilities
in software. Authors commonly do not provide factual sup-
port for their beliefs. Additionally, academic methodologies
tend to sparingly incorporate auxiliary (non-technical) security
practices, with a primary focus on technical security practices.
Some academic methodologies even lack information on what
is novel about their approach, relying on security practices
already published in existing methodologies. Lastly, despite
the availability of numerous SSDMs, there is a concerning
trend of increasing vulnerabilities in software. We believe
that addressing these identified gaps can contribute to the
development of software with fewer vulnerabilities. Exploring
these gaps provides a foundation for future research in this
area.
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